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This thesis examines and evaluates four major
novels by Jack London as they relate to the author's
aesthetic philosophy and prophetic vision. The works
are; The Call of the Wild. White Fang. The Iron Heel
and Martin Eden. These novels were chosen because of
their correlating themes and parallel imagery.
The "Introduction" is an overview. It sets
forth the basic tenets of London's philosophy while
probing the nineteenth-century belief in the American
Dream, a patriotic, bourgeois dream of success, power,
and respectibility, in conjunction with the popular
superman concept, an offshoot of hero-worshipping in
Victorian literature, the admiration of great men who
had often become legendary figures.
Chapter One, a chronological listing of several
nineteenth-century influences on Londonian philosophy,
discusses the author's introduction to the concepts of
Darwin, Spencer, Marx and Nietzsche. In addition. It Is
emphasized here that Industrialization Is a significant
Influence also, one that touches upon each of the four
basic doctrines of Londonlan thought.
Chapter Two Is a detailed comparison of two of
the Northland Sagas, The Call of the Wild and White Fang.
Certain elements of these animal stories are traced to
antiquity. These stories are largely measured by the
standards set by Aesop earlier. Therefore, several links
to the Aesopian convention are established In this evalua¬
tion of London's animal stories, human allegories based
upon Aesop's Fables. Kipling Is Important here also.
Chapter Three evaluates one selection from London's
socialist writings and a piece from a collection of his
autobiographical fiction. The Iron Heel and Martin Eden
respectively. The first part of this chapter relates
character to content, form and point of view. The second
section Is focused upon the thematic content of both works.
The psychological dream Imagery and water symbolism that
London employs In the development of his characters are
also discussed here.
Chapter Four concludes the study. It summarizes
and restates factual material, while attempting to ex¬
plain why London's prophetic vision and themes of vio¬
lence retain such a large degree of accuracy and per¬
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INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of this thesis is to de¬
termine and evaluate the basic tenets of Jack London’s
philosophy, as exemplified in four major works, in the
light of their significance to the author’s own achieve¬
ment of the American Dream,^ as it is demonstrated by
his characters—peurticularly Martin Eden, an unfortunate
member of the lower working class, poverty-stricken from
birth, who conscientiously sought the American Dream and
attained it, rose to fame and fortune as a writer of
great renown, and whose social climb was initiated by
^The American Dream is based on a mythological
view of success, a cultural myth concerning the idea of
the self-made man who rises to great heights, largely
due to his own diligence. It is based on Puritan work
ethics. It is a bourgeois dream of success, a dream of
luxury and ease, of gracious living, of owning a country
manor—as is symbolized by London's dream of possessing
his carefully constructed Wolf House—far removed from
the waste products of industry. This embodies London’s
idea of success which stemmed from commercial industry.
Success implied a race with life that the author and ev¬
ery other red-blooded American boy felt he had to win
in order to attain power and influence, the crowning
glory of manhood. The mercantile industry was responsible
for spawning this materialistic attitude in the mind of
America, a country where men felt that being poor and not
succeeding was the worst thing in life, London, particu¬
larly, found torment and humiliation in being left behind
in the race. The degradation of penury caused the idea
of the noble savage to develop into the idea of blond
beaists and supermen.
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Ruth Morse, a woman of superior culture, yet totally
lacking in human warmth and understanding, a fickle
beauty who could not be courageously loyal to him.
Since Jack London, a superman with a dream from
which many characters drew life and identity, was such
a prolific writer, producing over fifty-one books in his
short lifetime and often writing over 1,500 words daily,
the scope of this study will be limited in detail and
intensity to analyses of the following: The Call of the
Wild (1903), an accomplishment which brought swift
foreign and national acclaim to its author, elevating
him to virtually the same literary status as Rudyard
Kipling, his mentor; White Fang (I9O6), a companion
piece (a narrative antithesis) to The Call of the Wild,
both of which demarcated London’s own personal attainment
of the aforementioned concept of the American Dream;
The Iron Heel (19O8), a prophetic social statement that
predicted modern man's ultimate adaptation to the class
struggle and, according to Joseph L, ELotner, the "first
apocalyptic novel of the century;" and Martin Eden (1909)*
a semi-autobiographical work that experiments heavily with
Spencerian philosophy, social Darwinism and one man's
search for an earthly equivalent to Utopia,
^Earle Labor, Jack London (New York; Twayne Pub¬
lishers, Inc,, 1974), p, lOl,
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London's philosophy, a strange admixture of
many, is revealed in the literary portrayals of the
major characters—both man and animal—in these works.
Buck (The Call of the Wild), a domesticated dog whose
regression to the wild was unfavorably viewed as ata¬
vistic and amoral by Victorian readership; White Fang
(White Fang), an uncultivated animal who first learned
to live by the primitive instincts and violent behavior
inculcated by the malevolent forces of nature, a wild
dog who finally learned that civilization required a
submergence of the threatening fangs that inhibited
his coming in from the wilderness, an occurrence that
London sanctioned, believing that it was needed in order
to redeem the species, Canis Lupis. from the moral degra¬
dation suggested by Buck's savage transformation; Ernest
Everhard (The Iron Heel), a Nietzschean superman, a char¬
acter flawed by romantic sentiment and political optimism,
whose failure to rebuild a decaying society foreshadowed
the political turmoil and economic shortcomings of modern
civilization; and Martin Eden (Martin Eden), the fatally
psychotic individualist, a man doomed to intellectual
sterility, a condition whereby life itself culminates in
a Nietzschean vortex, a state of nihilism which causes
all movement or progress to cease, a degenerate condition,
precipitated by severe catatonia, which drove the pro¬
tagonist to self-immolation.
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Through these characters and others London
protested the many social evils of the civilized world
in which he was fated to live, struggle and die. His
characters—man and beast alike—were mere extensions
of himself, Odyssean heroes battling against environ¬
mental powers that threatened to enslave them. How
and why they choose between good and evil is significant
here. The choice was often made between socialism and
capitalism, civilization and decivilization, individual¬
ity and group identity. Nevertheless, the social con¬
flicts of all these characters were divided basically
into five types: man against nature, man against man,
man against animal, animal aigainst nature, and animal
against animal.
Despite wide diversity in thematic material,
all the works involved in this study reflect the author’s
belief in man’s (animal’s) ability to make progress in a
society characterized by troublesome hindrances. They al¬
so illustrate his firm belief in the universal paradoxes—
good and evil, riches and poverty, love and hate, civili¬
zation versus the wilderness, self-individualization and
group identity, and socialism versus capitalism—that
depict not only man's struggle with himself, but also
with the socieQ. traditions and institutions that restrict
his development and with the invincible governing powers
of the universe that determine his destiny.
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Chapter One, "Nineteenth-Century Influences on
Jack London's Philosophy," traces the emergence of ihe
author from childhood to adulthood in order to show how
industrialization influenced his physical and mental
development. This chapter also explores the many facets
of Londonian thought, an admixture of Darwinism, Spencer¬
ian social theory, Marxism, and Nietzschean philosophy.
How the author was able to mix popular social, biological
and political philosophies with accepted literary trends
of the epoch, thus arriving at a successful writing ca¬
reer, is relevant to the study. The discourse evaluates
the influence of industrialization as a phenomenon not
only affecting the author's philosophy but also encourag¬
ing changes in society that added fuel to the fire of
London's already hectic family life. Details of the four
basic doctrines of Londonian thought are analyzed in
relation to the literary works being studied.
Chapter Two, "The Psychology of the Northland Sa¬
gas," is an analysis of The Call of the Wild and White Fang,
two works that rely heavily upon the animal story tradition
furthered by the ancient Greeks, especially Aesop, who
employed animal imagery extensively in myths, epics, and
fables, Aesop's fables introduced the allegorical conven¬
tion whereby human beings must wear an animal disguise in
order to escape persecution. That London's animal stories
utilized this Aesopian convention is certain, for the
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tradition was revived and perpetuated by various authors
who handed it down to others through the centuriesT The
progression of the- animal story is as follows: !•) Aeson*s
Fables (620-560 B.C,), the earliest extant collection of
animal stories, compiled and edited by Planudes, a Roman;
2.) The Panchatantra (200 B.C,), stories patterned after
the Aesopian versions, but of greater complexity and style,
the oldest known collection of Indian fables; 3») The Jatakas
(2-3 B.C,), Indian tales of the legendary reincarnations of
Gautama the Buddha, a religious leader who was (supposedly)
reborn in animal form until he attained true enlightenment;4.) The Canterbury Tales (1387-1420), by Geoffrey Chaucer,
the famous poet who popularized the animal story in England;5.) The Fables of La Fontaine, by Jean de La Fontaine (1621-
1695)# a poet who popularized the fable in France; 6.) Tales
of Mother Goose (1697)# by Charles Perrault, a contemporary
of La Fontaine; 7*) Fables (1727-1738), by John Gay, verse
written first for children and later for adults in England;
and, 8.) The Jungle Book (1894), The Second Jungle Book
(1895)# by Rudyard Kipling, the English author who influenced
London the most. That same convention was carried forward
from the nineteenth to the twentieth century by Joel Chandler
Harris, George Orwell, Beatrix Potter and others.
Chapter Three, "London's Socialist Writings Com¬
pared to His Autobiographical Fiction," examines primarily
The Iron Heel and Martin Eden for structural and thematic
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similarities and differences. Even though The Iron Heel,
a novel that marked London as a pioneer in the area of
American socialist writing, failed to interest the public,
it was considered an apocalyptic novel, containing ac¬
curate historical and sociological prophecies. He pre¬
dicted the failure of the second revolt that foreshadowed
World War I, maintaining that Spencer's view of social
evolution would be the final outcome of the struggle.
This highly experimental socialist novel is also called
the Avis Everhard Manuscript by critics like Earle Labor,
It is an ancient, fragmentary document, supposedly written
by the widow of Ernest Everhard, the heroic leader of the
second revolt against the capitalist oligairchy, the elite
few, the members of the Iron Heel who came together to
form a powerful organization capable of destroying all
opposing governmental systems.
The Adamic chau'acteristics of Martin Eden, the
archetypal male, who has the discipline of a Captain
Martinet and the prelapsian innocence of the Edenic Adam,
is relevant to Chapter Three also. His initiation into
society is stimulated by Ruth, his Eve, His sudden fall
from innocence to self-realization puts him out of balance
with the laws of nature, an imbalance that ultimately
causes his death in a watery grave, one for which many
modem critics believe the reader was largely unprepared.
In the interim, I will attempt to show exactly how the
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psychological dream imagery, water symbolism and-other
motifs foreshadov/ the tragic outcome. Martin’s suicide,
then, is the result of success turned sour.
Chapter Four is the conclusion of the study, a
recapitulation of factual material from previous chapters
that emphasizes the main idea of the thesis. An explana¬
tion is provided of why London’s ’’literature of violence”
is largely excluded from textbooks by the New Critics of
the 1950’s, who directed their literary powers toward in¬
terpretation of what they deemed more worthy subjects like
Henry James, T, S, Eliot, Stephen Crane, Ernest Hemingway
and William Faulkner, The discourse will then determine
why monumental changes in society brought about a new




NINETEENTH-CENTURY INFLUENCES ON JACK LONDON'S
PHILOSOPHY
The Influence of Industrialization
The overall development and emergence of London
as a writer is closely related to late nineteenth-century
industrialization and the growth of urban civilization.
Social, economic and political changes in that pre-World
War I period transformed America from an agrarian society
to an industrial giant, the major power in the Western
Hemisphere, Industrialization, the result of capitalism,
caused advancements in civilization that affected every¬
one, It spread rapidly during the nineteenth century
because scientists and inventors who had previously focused
their attention on medieval pseudo-sciences like alchemy
and upon ancient ideas like finding an elixir of perpetual
survival, a potion capable of bestowing eternal physical
life upon hiunanity, now concentrated on the specific needs
of industry, catering to industrial giants who could pay
handsomely for their inventions. Eventually their world
became rigidly dichotomized into two distinct nations.
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"the rich and the poor*"l In addition, the bourgeoisie,
which had existed in England since Chaucer's tiine~the
fourteenth century—prospered as a result of industriali¬
zation and functioned as a mean between the two nations,
Joan London, the author's daughter, says, in
Jack London and His Times, that:
It was the period when industrialization was be¬
ginning to make itself both seen and felt. Out
of the confluence in various places throughout
the country of mills, factories, railroads, work¬
ers, businessmen and shopkeepers, banks, credit
installations and vast accumulations of capital,
was rising the city, as typical of the new order
as the Southern cotton plantation and Northern
small farm had been of its predecessor,^
There wsus a migration of farm workers to the overpopulated
cities looking for work created by scientific discovery
and invention. The world had now entered the Machine Age,
and unskilled laborers quickly sank into degradation and
starvation. Machinery became a threat to the livelihood
of the working class.
^Benjamin Disraeli, "The Two Nations," The Portable
Victoria Reader. Gordon S, Haight, ed, (New York: Penguin
Books, I96I;, pp, 22-5. The passage was taken from a chap¬
ter originally printed in Sybil: or, the Two Nations by
Disraeli, In Book II, Chapter 5» a character known only
as "the younger stranger" tells Egremont that: "There is
no intercourse and no sympathy between the two nations: who
are as ignorant of each other's habits, thoughts, and feel¬
ings, as if they were dwellers in different zones, or in¬
habitants of different planets; who are formed by a differ¬
ent breeding, are fed by a different food, are ordered by
different manners, and are not governed by the same laws,"
2
Joan London, Jack London ^d His Times (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 19iS6), p, 15,
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This revolutionary age hammered away at London,
making him the rebellious youth and the impetuous man
that he was. Like many others, he must have felt threat¬
ened both by new codes of communication like the telegraph
and the telephone and by the faster modes of transporta¬
tion owing to the discovery of the steam engine, the
electric motor and the gas engine. The pressures of such
a society made London want to escape to the wilderness,
as is exemplified by The Call of the Wild and White Fang,
Similarly, his M5a*tin Eden escapes to the sea and his
Ernest Everhard dreams of Utopia,
Industrialization had manifold effects upon London;
it forced him into the labor force at nine years of age,
to be exploited for capital gain and to be denied a proper
education, London often claimed to have been deprived of
a normal childhood. He says that he was:
Up at three o'clock in the morning to carry
papers. When that was finished I did not go
home but continued on to school. School out,
my evening papers, Saturday I worked on an
ice wagon; Sundsiy I went to a bowling alley
and set up pins for drunken Dutchmen,,,!
turned over every cent and went dressed like
a scarecrow,3
^Franklin V/alker, Jack London and the Klondike
(San Marino, California: The Huntington Library, 1966),
p, 19, Walker adds that London's boyhood was not com¬
pletely deprived. He believes that London's boyhood is
comparable to Huckleberry Finn's adventure-laden ado¬
lescent experience.
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Miraculously, he managed to graduate from grammeo: school
with high honors, but was unable to attend the ceremonies
because even his best clothes were too tattered and worn.
Throughout this period he found release and entertainment
in r eading.
In early adolescence he escaped the drudgery of harsh
manual labor by escaping to the hard life of a sailor upon
the roving sea. Of course, a duffle bag full of books ac¬
companied him, London*s sea experience taught him disci¬
pline and earned him the wages of an able-bodied seaman.
Aboard the Sophia Sutherland, a sealing vessel, he gathered
material for The Sea-lVolf and John Barleycorn,
Back home again, the threat of being enslaved by
power-driven machinery turned him to the road once more, a
hobo tramping a zigzag trail laid out before him by armies
of unemployed men who had traveled ahead of him in a rag¬
ged line stretching from California across the nation to
Washington, D,C,, an experience v/hich came out of the
Labor Movement, which served as the boy's philosophical
baptism, his initiation into manhood, his plummet into
realism. It--the threat of domination by machinery—made
him thread down the "White Silence" of the Klondike in
freezing cold weather, surviving starvation, disease, and
loneliness in his desperate search of an elusive golden
booty. Hard times, the offshoot of industrialization.
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made him the iron-willed, self-determined individual
that he was, obsequious only to Flora Wellman London,
his mother, who launched his writing career, giving
him a meaningful alternative to the laborous toil of
tending the machinery of the captains of industry—the
grande bourgeoisie. These experiences made him see that
writing was the fastest way of elevating the London
family above its "abysmal poverty;" it was the best way
to develop brain over brawn.
This desire to become a professional writer made
him pursue formal education once again. He gave up ad¬
venture to return home in order to resume his studies.
At Berkeley he was an avid reader, and after reading
Darwin, Spencer, Marx and Nietzsche he tried to develop
his own philosophy. From Charles Darwin he adopted the
idea of natural selection; from Herbert Spencer he de¬
veloped an abiding respect for law; from Karl Marx he
accepted the basic idea of socialism and a deep concern
for the underprivileged; and from Friedrich Nietzsche he
extracted the myths of blond supermen and blond beasts.
The Effect of Darwinism
Jack London was only six years old when Charles
Darwin, English naturalist and author, died. However,
Darwin—the grandson of the poet-botanist Erasmus Darwin—
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died only after leaving a profound mark upon the civilized
world. His theory of evolution, a philosophy which later
led scientists to believe that man and beast shared a
common ancestry, rocked the Victorian world, which had
been securely anchored in its belief in white Anglo-Saxon
superiority. The beast-man association suggested atavism
to the Victorians, causing them to lampoon the theory.
Cartoonists immediately made the ape-man analogy and
drew numerous cairtoons to that effect, a predicament
which greatly ridiculed Darwin, However, Darwinism was
destined to gain many followers, respected men like
Thomas Henry Huxley, who was termed "Darwin’s Bulldog,"^
Herbert Spencer and Beniamin Kidd, who in 1894 "burst
from obscurity into worldv/ide fame with the publication
of a book entitled Social Evolution."^
R9bert Stevens, Charles Darwin (Boston: Twayne
Publishers, 1978), p,44« Huxley tried to shield Darwin
from harmful criticism. In 1860 he defended The Origin
of Species at a meeting of the British Association, He
also favorably reviewed the book for the London Times.
This review helped in establishing the idea of scientific
freedom of inquiry,
^Jack London and His Times, p, 210, Kidd, a dis¬
ciple of Spencer, strengthened London's belief in Anglo-
Saxon superiority. In Social Evolution Kidd held that the
Caucasian race was destined to rule tb« inferior (uncivi¬
lized) races. This misapplication of the laws of evolu¬
tion to society gave scientific explanation and false
Justification to London’s racism. In addition, Kidd, a
racist, an imperialist and a nationalist, despised social¬
ism and individualism, stating that they were inadequate
philosophies because they didn’t meet the demands of a pro¬
gressive, competitive society.
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Darwin’s controversial theory, which undoubtedly
developed from his grandfather's ideas about evolution,
was first published in 1859 in a book entitled The Origin
of Species by Means of Natural Selection; or. the Preserva¬
tion of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life, hereinafter
to be referred to as The Origin of Species. The latter
portion of the title was dropped in the twentieth century
for obvious reasons,
Darwin's theory of evolution gradually had a pro¬
found impact upon approaches to modern research methods.
Investigators developed the''historical method," approach¬
ing a sub.iect by tracing its origin and early history to
the present, and thus learning how it came to be as we
now find it. The Origin of Species influenced methods
of research in linguistics, semantics, sociology, history,
lav/, psychology, mathematics, etc.
Undoubtedly* London was formally introduced to
Darwinism during his biological studies at the University
of California, The evolutionary ideology of social Dar¬
winism had revealed itself to him during the six months
he spent on the road, a turning point for the youth, who
then applied Benjamin Kidd's philosophic theory of social
evolution to his own struggle for recognition, "The sur¬
vival of the fittest" conception of reality gave meaning
to the author's own life-experience. Therefore, the idea
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that only the strong survive was deeply enshrined in
London's Northland sagas; the idea is also present,
but submerged, in his socialistic work and his auto¬
biographical fiction;
...The social Darwinism which emerged was
to form one of the most persistent and in¬
teresting strains in London's writing; the
inconsistencies and contradictions of his
social Darwinism were to appear boldly in
his fiction, there to reflect the inconsis¬
tencies and contradictions of the period in
which he wrote,6
Darwin's methods are seen consistently in London,
The historical method, for instance is important in the
understanding of the chairacters in The Call of the Wild
and White Fang. Buck and White Fang also have Jungian
race memories, primordial visions of their earliest an¬
cestors, In addition, flaws in Martin Eden's personality
can be traced by the historical method, which was also
being used by psychologists like Sigmund Freud whenever
they encouraged patients to recall the past in order to
recognize their repressed fears and thus overcome them,
Martin Eden, White Fang and Buck had dream visions when¬
ever they suffered from repressed fears,
Martin's materialistic dream of becoming rich by
receiving two cents for every word written was shattered




words, only five dollars for five thousand words.. The
result was cataclysmic. The hero suffered a severe loss
of faith; he felt like a ninny who had been dedicated to
an obnoxious lie. At that point Martin decides to give
up his struggle to become a writer. His dementia termi¬
nates in wild hallucinations, as is exemplified by the
following passage:
He looked up from his task and saw Joe standing
before him .iuggling flat-irons, starched shirts,
and manuscripts. Now and again he reached out
and added a bundle of checks to the flying mis¬
cellany that soared through the roof and out of
sight in a tremendous circle, Martin struck at
him, but he seized the axe and added it to the
flying circle. Then he plucked Martin and added
him, Martin went up through the roof, clutching
at manuscripts, so that by the time he came down
he had a large armful. But no sooner down than
up again, and a second and a third time and count¬
less times he flew around the circle. From far
off he could hear a childish treble singing; 'Waltz
me around again, Willie, around, around, around,"?
A regression has taken place; the protagonist has returned
under stressful conditions to an earlier period in his
development, to a time when he toiled endlessly in a busy
laundry with Joe, a good-natured pariah who attempted
to escape the work force by becoming a hobo. Even in his
deranged condition Martin sees the laundry as a prison
house, the manager as a jailer. Finally, Martin seems
'Jack London.
Publishers, 1908;
Martin Eden (New York; Grosset & Dunlap
, p. 218,
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to enter a vortex. Losing all sense of reality, he can
no longer distinguish his proper position in time and
space, Martin's abnormal state of mind results in a
delirium which terminates in a feverish grippe.
In Freudian tenainology, the merry-go-round on
which Martin seems to revolve and the constant reference
to circles imply schizophrenia, while the flying motif is
a universal symbol of sexual repression. To fully under¬
stand the dream one must go back to an earlier period in
Martin's development. The dream can be traced back to
problems in his adolescence which hampered his normal
development toward adulthood. The next passage, a phil¬
osophical discussion of beauty between Martin and Ruth,
also shows another way in which evolution and the histori
cal method was used by the author, Martin says;
Beauty has significance, but I never knew its
significance before, I .iust accepted beauty
as something meaningless, as jsomething that
was just beautiful without rhyme or reason,
I did not know anything about beauty. But
now I know, or, rather, am just beginning to
know. This grass is more beautiful to me now
that I know why it is grass, and all the hid¬
den chemistry of sun and rain and earth that
makes it become grass. Why, there is romance
in the life-history of any grass, yes, and
adventure, too. The very thought of it stirs
me. When I think of the play of force and
matter, and all the tremendous struggle of it,
I feel as if I could write an epic on the grass,®
8.Martin Eden, pp. 120-21,
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Here we see how a better understanding of scientific
principle has changed Martin's viev; of the world, a
world vision comparable in sensitivity to Walt Whitman's
Leaves of Grass. It has enlarged his emotional scope
and elevated him to a higher level of reason,
Darwin's study in the science of animal behavior
(ethology). The Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals
(1872), might have also influenced London's animal char¬
acters, For that study Darwin photographed animals to
illustrate the many emotions he wished to analyze in them.
That method of observation helped him amass mounds of
recorded data which he employed to argue that, like cer¬
tain physical traits, behavior too can be inherited.
That method of reasoning concluded in Darwin's belief
that behavior in man and animal could be traced back to
ancient origins, Carl Gustav Jung extrapolated from this
idea, arriving at his theory of race memories. Both
theories suggested atavism, an idea which London utilizes
extensively in his fiction. Here atavism suggests a re¬
verse evolutionary process linking the behavior of man
with that of animals. Thus Buck's instinctive response
to the call of the wild parallels regression in man,
Darwin felt that such instinctive or inherited behavior
arose out of three sources:
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First amone them is what he calls 'service¬
able associations;' that is, behavior as¬
sociated with other more useful kinds of
behavior, .'Dogs, when they wish to go to
sleep on a carpet or other hard surface,
generally turn round and round,,.as if they
intended to trample dov;n the grass..,as no
doubt their wild parents did,' Of course,
dogs no longer need to beat down the grass,
but their behavior of circling is closely
associated with that old useful habit.
Second, Darwin believes that some behavior
can be explained on the principle of anti¬
thesis—conduct which is merely the opposite
of certain useful conduct. An attacking
dog snarls and bristles in an alert stance;
therefore a docile dog, to show that it is
not aggressive, relaxes into a disarmed
stance. Third, Darwin believes that some
behavior is independent of the will as the
first two are not; the hackles will rise on
an aggressive dog, yet the dog need not
specifically v/ill that they should. All
three kinds of behavior Darwin believes to
to be heritable,9
The behavior of London's animal characters can be
explained by this theory. On another level, the be¬
havior of Vi/hite Fang and Buck parallels human behavior,
and, in fact, in some instances the stories are con¬
sidered allegories of human life. One type of human
behavior that parallels animal behavior is the al¬
truistic behavioral defense of family displayed by
Kiche and One Dye, White Fang's biological parents.
Their altruistic responses were directed solely toward
their offspring. They often threw themselves in harm's
way, risking their lives in a suicidal defense aimed at
^Stevens, pp, S4-5.
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repelling any offender v/ho might threaten their cubs,
Piere Kiche defends her cubs from their ovm father:
,,,Every little while she emitted a low
growl, and at times, when it seemed to
her he approached too near, the grov/l
shot up in her throat to a sharp snarl.
Of her own experience she had no memory
of the thing happening; but in her in¬
stinct, which was the experience of all
the mothers of wolves, there lurked a
memory of fathers that had eaten their
new-born and helpless progeny. It mani¬
fested itself as a fear strong within
her, that made her prevent One Eye from
more closely inspecting the cubs he had
fathered,10
According to Darwin's theory of animal behavior, Kiche's
reactions are as independent of will as One Eye's, whose
instinct turns him to the meat trail and tells him not
to question her behavior any further. Memories of the
fathers—his instinct—forces him to feed his new-born
family.
The Influence of Herbert Spencer
To Herbert Spencer, a philosopher and naturalist
who believed that development occurred in a continuous
fashion from lower to higher stages, Darwin's theory of
evolution was universal law, "He sought to develop a
philosophic theory based on the findings of Darwin and
other biologists; build a system of thought which would
"^^Jack London, V.bite Fang (New York: MacMillan
Publishing Co,, Inc,, 1979)> p. 51*
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embody the important ideas of the doctrine of evolution,*'^
Like London's philosophy, naturalistic philosophy was a
synthesis of knowledge gathered from many sources; it
contended that there was an Absolute Being underneath
the surface of all phenomena, and that reality was the
combined inner and outer expression of the Absolute, an
omniscient force—the unknown which man could never
fully understand. This theory suggests
...the existence of a world external to our
consciousness. This world we infer because
it is impossible for us to do otherwise.
Because we have impressions, we reason that
there must be a cause of these impressions,
an external world.12
The beginning of consciousness in White Fang parallels his
introduction to "the invisible wall," the cave's entrance,
which separates him from the harsh stimuli of the external
world. The cub quickly infers that "the invisible wall"
is a source of pain; he unconsciously associates it with
the other three walls of the cave. They had hurt his
nose whenever he attempted to walk bravely through them,
but the mysterious fourth wall had another power, the
power of the blinding light. Light becomes the symbol of
E. Frost, Basic Teachings of the Great Philos
ophers (New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1962), pp. 46-9*
12Frost, p. 49.
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his attainment of reason. That light was the beginning
of consciousness for White Fang, who then swiftly under¬
went developmental stages that support Spencer’s theory,
London eulogized Spencer in Martin Eden both
because of the latter's versatility as a writer and for
his exquisite ability to see orderly systems and laws
everywhere, Spencer published philosophical works on
biology, psychology, sociology and morality; First
Principles (1862) had the most powerful influence of
these on London, In First Principles he put forth the
theory that biological development is from like to unlike,
congruent to incongruent, homogeneous to heterogeneous,
Spencer called this idea the lav/ of the persistence of
force, a primary law of matter. He endeavored to illus¬
trate logically how nothing could possibly remain homo¬
geneous because of the many external forces which per¬
petually act upon it. To illustrate this point, let us
consider V/hite Fang's homogeneous birth, which he shared
with his brothers and sisters. As external forces dic¬
tated, the litter became differentiated and White Fang
emerged superior.
In Chapter Three, "The Gray Cub," the bright sun¬
light is the element of the external world that acts upon
the development of the cubs initially:
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Always, in the beginning, before his con¬
scious life dawned, he had crawled toward
the mouth of the cave. And in this his
brothers and sisters were one with him.
Never, in that period, did any of them
crawl toward the dark corners of the back
wall. The light drew them as if they were
plants; the chemistry of life that composed
them demanded the light as a necessity of
being; and their little puppet-bodies
crawled blindly and chemically, like the
tendrils of a vine. Later on, when each
developed individuality and became person¬
ally conscious of impulsions and desires,
the attraction of the light increased.
They were always crawling and sprawling
toward it, and being driven back from it
by their mother,13
The cubs must respond to the light during this stage of
development. Proper adjustment in this stage will lead
to the individuality and progress which Spencer says are
human byproducts of science and philosophy. According
to the Spencerian concept of the Principle of Evolution
and Dissolution, evolution involves a period of dissolu¬
tion followed by some type of social conflict, like
socialism and perhaps, civil war, that leads to the full
potentiality of human individualism. On one level the
cubs are.merely animals about to experience an initiation
into a dissolving society. On a higher level they are
social beings at war with an environment with which they
must attain equilibrium. This last view of the cubs*
adjustment to the external world is based upon Spencer's
13V/hite Fang, pp, 58-9
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philosophical application of evolution to sociology,
which upheld natural rights and supported a form of gov¬
ernment that practiced economic and social laissez-faire*
Social Statics (1851)» Spencer's application of
evolution to sociology, emphasizes the process by which
individuation occurs as a byproduct of evolution. Many
critics feel that Martin Eden's characterization is a
failure in the study of individuality. In romantic ter¬
minology, his struggle to become an educated man is his
undoing. The following passeige shows how London applied
Spencer to Martin:
"As for myself, I am an individualist, I be¬
lieve the race is to the swift, the battle to
the strong. Such is the lesson I have learned.
As I said, I am an individualist, and individ¬
ualism is the hereditary and eternal foe of
socialism,"14
Here Martin is blinded by socialistic philosophy. He is
no more an individual than Mr. Morse, whose success Martin
is trying to imitate. The next passage points out a con¬
tradiction in Martin's character—his loathing of that
which he is trying to imitate;
Thus, in his development, Martin found himself
face to face with economic morality, or the mor¬
ality of class; and soon it became to him a
grisly monster. Personally, he was an intellect-
^Slartin Eden, p, 259 •
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ual moralist, and more offending to him than
platitudinous pomposity was the morality of
those about him, which was a curious hotch¬
potch of the economic, the metaphysical, the
sentimental, and the imitative#i5
That conversation between Mr# Morse and Martin points out
the inconsistencies of Martin's beliefs and the futility
of his struggle as a writer in the eyes of the father-
figure# Mr# Morse parallels Simon Dedalus, in James Joyce's
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, a father-figure
who tries to interfere with his son Stephen's normal
development as a man and as an artist# Both Martin and
Stephen succeed in spite of these negative archetypes;
and both youths undergo moral development in stages cor¬
responding to Spencer's methodology in The Principles of
Ethics, published in two volumes in 1892-93•
The Rise of Marxism
When Karl Me^:x, the West German father of socialist
thinking, died Jack London was only seven years old# De¬
monstrably, and in a relatively short period of time,
Marxism had enveloped half the globe, and sociologists
feared that socialism would soon reach America# It did,
touching the boy London before he could approach adulthood.
No doubt London read The Communist Manifesto (1848), the
15Ibid., p, 260.
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primary socialist dociiment, revealing the Marxist concep¬
tion of the realtionship between social classes and the
state; it was the brain-child of tv;o laasterminds—Marx
and Engels—who consolidated theories of revolution,
history, economics and politics into one concept, London
also read Marx's Das Kapital (1867), hereinafter referred
to as Capital, a study of economics which tried to dis¬
cover the laws of capitalism. The 1867 Capital was d;he
only volume yet published by Marx, The remaining two
(1885 and 189h) were published posthumously by his life¬
long friend and benefactor, Friedrich Engels# Here Marx
predicted that industry would mean political power, a
fact which London addresses in his work. Though industry
means power for a select few, it also means abject slavery
for the working class, according to Marx, whose rallying
call in The Communist Manifesto was "Workers of all lands
unite," a relevant theme to The Iron Heel because of
Ernest Everhard's inability to adequately unite the work¬
ing class. Neither could the workers in Martin Eden
unite against capitalism.
In Capital Marx summed up his view of labor as the
instrument of human self-creation, a cooperative process
between man and his environment, a relationship which man
initiates and regulates. White Fang sees and admires that
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godlike ability to affect the external world. Bringing
about good or evil at will, man was viewed as "a minia¬
ture universe," his own savior and his own destroyer.
Capital also describes what Marx calls "primitive
accumulation," a process by which the laborers of early
modern times were virtually robbed of their property.
According to Marxism "primitive accumulation" has two
effects; it turns production into capital, and it turns
immediate producers into dependent wage-laborers, A
byproduct of this process in the wealthier bourgeoisie,
the ownership class, the captains of industry who control
the working class,
Marx insisted that capital and labor are unequally
distributed within the capitalist system, and in The Iron
Heel Ernest Everhard calls this misappropriation of funds
the "mismanagement of government," Unequal distribution
of money arises when the price of an object is determined
by the labor involved in producing it rather than by its
true worth. That type of overpricing leads to unfair pro¬
fits and gains by the upper class who, according to Marx’s
theory of surplus value, overwork and underpay workers in
order to keep profits high. Despite this tendency, Marx
predicted that prices would continually fall, as unskilled
workers were replaced by precision machinery; thus wages
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would be diminished and there would be greater competition
for jobs on all levels of employment. That prophetic
theory fits the era into which Jack London was born.
It was a period of intense social, political and economic
upheaval,
Marx also predicted that capitalism would burn
itself out, forcing the proletariat to take revolutionary
steps against the state to abolish private property and
the class system. He felt that the liberation of the
working class could only be accomplished by the working
class, and London accepted this principle comnletely.
Many thought America was ripe for revolution, but the
fight began in Russia instead,
American Socialists were surprised by the Russian
Revolution of 1905* The Industrial Revolution had barely
taken hold there, Russia was still an agrarian country
at that time, but it had economically outgrown its bounds,
its national surplus had decreased, and the working class
had nothing to live on. The Russian economic system was
feudalistic in comparison to the American system. The
Russian state exercised an all-powerful influence on the
economy, and taxpayers were overburdened with the unfair
support of the upper class. Some additional causes of
class conflict were the Russo-Japanese Weir in 1904» the
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construction of the Trans-Siberian railroad, and^the
financial needs of the Romanov dynasty. These factors
contributed to the oppression of the working class,
which constituted the enslaved peasantry that openly
petitioned Czar Nicholas II in 1903. Joan London sum¬
marizes the petition:
Bloody Sunday, January 22, 1905, marked in
crimson the beginning of the revolution. Led
by the priest, Gapon, thousands of workers,
carrying icons and singing hymns, streamed
from all parts of St, Petersburg and converged
in the square before the Winter Palace to sub¬
mit a petition to the czar, ',,,We workers,
inhabitants of St, Petersburg, have come to
Thee,,,We are unfortunate, reviled slaves. We
are crushed by despotism and tyranny. At last,
when our patience was exhausted, we ceased work
and begged our masters to give us only that with¬
out which life is a torture. But this was re¬
fused, ,,Sire, do not refuse aid to Thy people I
Throw down the wall that separates Thee from Thy
people. Order and swear that our requests will
be granted, and Thou wilt make Russia happyj if
not, we are ready to die on this very spot. We
have only two roads: freedom and happiness, or
the grave,'lb
The workers never saw the czar, .The Russian military
granted the latter portion of the petition, death. Over
a thousand unarmed workers were slain in front of the
V/inter Palace, and over two thousand were wounded,
Joan London sees "Bloody Sunday," more than any other
incident, as the beginning of the real revolution. That
16Jack London and His Times> pp, 271-72,
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explosive event caused the rest of the civilized_world to
sympathize with the political-peasant movement. Jack
London took up the banner and used the rebellion to gain
notoriety as a socialist writer. His structurally ex¬
perimental novel, The Iron Heel (1905), was inspired by
that same revolution. Demonstrative of the spirit of
revolution, in 1905 the novelist spoke to a group of
wealthy New Yorkers; he admonished them ardently, saying:
...You have mismanaged the world, and it shall
be taken from youj Look at usl We are strongl
Consider our handsJ They are strong hands, and
even now they are reaching forth for all you
have, and they will take it;, take it by the
power of their strong hands; take it from your
feeble grasp,17
This speech was given during a lecture tour while London,
the Socialist Labor candidate, was running for mayor of
Oakland. According to Foner, that was not his first as¬
sociation with the American Socialist Movement; London had
first embraced socialism in the late 1800's during his
1 Q
tramping experience. Labor adds that;
There were, of course, other gods in London's
pantheon. Shortly after his return from The
Road, he had read The Communist Manifesto.
From Karl Marx, Jack learned that he wasno
longer a rampant individualist with bourgeois
ethics: without having known it, he had the
^"^Philip S, Foner, ed,, Jack London American Rebel
(New York; The Citadel Press, 1947), p.22,
^^Earle Labor, Jack London (New York: Twayne Pub¬
lishers, Inc,, p, 33.
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makings of a Socialist, An individualist he
would remain all his life—but he was no longer
rampant, since he recognized himself as a mem¬
ber of the proletariat. In April, 1896, he
joined the Socialist Labor Party, Within a
year he managed to get himself arrested for
soapbox oratory and to acquire notoriety as
Oakland's 'Boy Socialist, ' 19
The rise of socialism on an international level threatened
the American Dream of success and instant wealth, a dream
which London harbored since childhood, London understood
this contradiction, I believe that he fully comprehended
the significance of the abortive, brutally repressed Rus¬
sian uprising of January 22, 1905» in St, Petersburg, and
elsewhere, also. Unlike Mark Twain, he realized that it
was premonitory of the great, decisive Revolution of 1917
(which he almost lived to see). His mature social convic¬
tions and his presence in Korea after the Russo-Japanese
War gave him prophetic vision.
Both The Communist Manifesto and Caoital are
relevant to Martin Eden and The Iron Heel. London uti¬
lized the following aspects of socialism in these works:
1, Human beings make their own history, but
not their own free will. This idea is
based on determinism, the belief that
man is not a free agent. This doctrine




2, The hatred of the political, social and_
economic ramifications of capitalism
present in Marxism seeks the dissolution
of the power of the upper class,
3, The meaning and state of socialism is
recounted and care is taken regarding
how it will be viewed by posterity,
4, Through there are intermediate classes in
society, Marxism insists that the two basic
classes are the ruling class (bourgeoisie)
and the working class (direct producers, or
proletariat),
5, A revolutionary consciousness is inculcated
within the hearts of the working class,
6, Marxism is opposed to individualism.
The Nietzschean Superman
According to Walker, Nietzsche plays no important
part in London's writings "until the appearance of Wolf
Larsen in The Sea-Wolf.The Sea-Wolf and Martin Eden
are attacks on individualism. The former novel shows the
conflict between London's personal aesthetics and Nietzsche¬
an philosophy, which he never fully accepts. Wolf Larsen
is the undisputed captain of the Ghost, the ship that saved
the protagonist, Humphrey Van Weyden, Larsen is the super¬




In the following excerpt Larsen's body is being admired
by Van Weyden immediately after a brawl,
I must say that I was fascinated by the per¬
fect lines of Wolf Larsen's figure, and by
what I may term the terrible beauty of it,,,,
Larsen was the man-type, the masculine, and
almost a god in his perfectness. As he moved
about or raised his arms the great muscles
leapt and moved under the satiny skin,,,,It
was the biceps that had nearly crushed out my
life once, that I had seen strike so many kill¬
ing blows, I could not take my eyes from him,21
This form of hero worship is characteristic of Victorian
thought. Hero-worship is a nineteenth-century concept
which developed from heroic myths, tales of knights and
legendary heroes—Greek, Roman, Celtic and Norse—that
glorify masculine prowess, brawn over brains,
Larsen is not thoroughly Nietzschean, since he
has sustained a wound during the fight. His injury im¬
plies that he is not invincible. In addition, Larsen's
"satiny skin" is a feminine attribute that detracts from
his masculinity. These two factors mar the Nietzschean
superman whose intellect causes self-destruction. He
shares his philosophy with Van Weyden, who asks rhetor¬
ically of the reader:
How could I explain my idealism to this man?
How could I put into speech a something felt
,,,like the strains of music heard in sleep,
a something that,,,transcended utterance?
^^Jack London, The Sea-Wolf (New York; MacMillan
Co,, 1964)* PP» 142-3*
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Larsen insists:
I believe that life is a mess,.,It is like yeast,
a ferment, a thing that moves and may move for a
minute, an hour, a year, or a hundred years, but
that in the end will cease to move. The big eat
the little that they may continue to move, the
strong eat the weak that they may retain their
strength. The lucky eat the most and move the
longest, that is all. What do you make of those
things?22
Larsen's atavistic "eat or be eaten" theory is also seen
in The Gall of the Wild and White Fang. Animal imagery
and symbolism are also common motifs in the three novels.
The "eat or be eaten" philosophy is pessimistic; it leads
to isolation and loneliness.
After the publication of The Sea-Wolf London
utilized Nietzschean philosophy in Martin Eden and
The Iron Heel. Here London used Nietzsche's philosophy
concerning the significance of man and his place in the
universe, a concept derived from the Idealistic tradition
of Arthur Schopenhauer, who interpreted everything in terms
of the individual, Nietzsche extrapolated Schopenhauer's
belief that man is a miniature replica of the universe into
a sinister, pessimistic philosophy which Victorian England
incorporated into its literature as the "blond beast," the
white Anglo-Saxon superman, a man who possessed the domi¬
nant power to force his will upon others, as exemplified
by Wolf Larsen~a Norwegian superman.
22 Ibid., p, 50
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Nietzschean philosophy embodies the conceptualiza¬
tion of a mechanized universe, capable of grinding on
indefinitely, unmindful of the condition of man, "crushing
him in the storm and destroying him in the flood,
That idea inspired the creation of Ernest Everhard, a
Nietzschean superman who tries to change the world into
a utopian society, the hero of The Iron Heel. Nietzschean
philosophy also forms the basis for the plot of Martin
Eden, whereby Martin, an artistic Socrates, struggles
futilely in a terrible world which finally crushes him;
thus his life completes the pessimistic Nietzschean cycle
of nihilism—death to the organism, and an end to individ¬
ualism, and all accomplished for nothing.
London's personal philosophy is a strange admix¬
ture of several important nineteenth-century influences.
He takes what he values from Darwin, Spencer, Marx,
Nietzsche and others, and discards the rest. The result
is something new, something altogether different, a phi¬
losophy that criticizes traditional human social institu¬
tions while remaining hopeful about the human condition.
The next chapter applies London's philosophical tenets
to The Call of the V/ild and \Vhite Fang, and analyzes the





THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE NORTHLAND SAGAS
A Historical Survey of Dogs
Dors like Buck and White Fang have been worshipped
because of their proven loyalty and intense devotion to
man. They are descendants of the domestic dog, kindred to
the common gray wolf, otherwise known as Canis Lupus,
Their ancestry can be scientifically traced to prehistoric
times by the excavation of skeletal remains of dogs in
ancient caves, "proof that they dwelled with man all dur¬
ing the New Stone Age, the Bronze Age, and the Iron Age,"^
The ancient Egyptians actually worshipped dogs
(jackals) and went to war if one were abused, killed or
eaten by enemies, Egyptian law stipulated that every
citizen was to feed stray dogs. Modern anthropologists
believe that ancient Egyptians worshipped dogs mainly
because of their close association with Sirius, the Dog
Star, the brightest star in the heavens, a fact which
London vaguely alludes to in The Call of the V/ild in the
poetic passage on the Northern Lights;
^John Montgomery, "Dog," Man. Myth & Magic, vol,
5, Richard Cavendi^, ea,, (New York: Marshall Cavendish
Corp,, 1970), p, 665.
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With the aurora borealis flaming ,,,over¬
head, or the stars leaping in the frost dance,
and the land numb and frozen under its pall.of
snow, this s,ong of the huskies might have been
the defiance of life, only it was pitched in
minor key, with long-drawn wailings and half¬
sobs, and was more the pleading of life, the
articulate travail of existence. It was an
old song, old as the breed itself—one of the
first songs of the younger world in a day when
songs were sad,2
Here Buck and the Southland dogs are instinctively per¬
forming the same ritual that their ancestors performed
when they howled the long wolf-cry to the Dog Star, an act
which had significance to the ancient Egyptians, The Dog
Star predicted the floods and marked the Egyptian New Year,
They might have also worshipped dogs because of Anubis,
the jackal-headed, half-man, half-dog Egyptian god, who
guided departed souls to the underworld, or because of
Osiris, the god of fertility.
This religious canine image was also carried over
into other cultures that deified the animal. Dogs were
mentioned in the sacred Hebrew texts of the Bible, and
Doeg or Doag (Hebrew script omitted vowels), an Edomite
mercenary, was hired by King Saul to execute the priests
of Nob v/ho assisted David in his flight. The English,
^Jack London, The Call of the V/ild (New York:
MacMillan Co,, 1949)» p. 41.
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the Norse, the Greeks, the French, the Moslems, the Persians,
the Chinese and the Babylonians also mentioned dogs in their
mythology, and the Hindus believed that "dogs are equal to
man,"^
White Fang's first true howl emphasizes this sacred
image of the dog also, and after his first Introduction to
Gray Beaver, the animal lost his taste for civilization.
He attempted to return to the wild and found it extremely
hostile. Then he wanted to return to civilization, but,
much to his surprise, the Indian camp had moved elsewhere.
White Fang was lost and starving. His suffering caused
him to raise the long wolf-howl of his ancestors;
He came to where Gray Beaver's tepee had stood.
In the centre of the space it had occupied, he
sat down. He pointed his nose at the moon. His
throat was afflicted with rigid spasms, his mouth
opened, and in a heart-broken cry bubbled up his
loneliness and fear,,,It was the long wolf-howl,
full-throated and mournful, the first howl he had
ever uttered,4
However, much like himself. White Fang's howl also undergoes
a transformation; the powerful civilizing effect of his love
for Weedon Scott on two occasions turns it into the harmless
bark of a domesticated dog. On the first occasion he is
trying to prevent a spirited thouroughbred from throwing
his master.
3Montgomery, P. 667,
^Jack London, White Fang (New York; MacMillan Co,,
1979), P. 115.
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...White Fang watched the performance with in¬
creasing anxiety until he could contain himself
no longer, when he sprang in front of the horse
and barked savagely and warningly.5
The second episode is inspired by an accident, for Weedon
sustains a broken leg when his horse stumbles and falls
upon him. White Fang has to obtain help; thus he is
forced to communicate to the Scott family through the
language of the common dog.
...He had ceased from his growling and stood,
head up, looking into their faces. His throat
worked spasmodically, but made no sound, while
he struggled with all his body, convulsed with
the effort to rid himself of the incommunicable
something that strained for utterance.
...For the second and last time in his life he
had barked and made himself understood.6
That wolves howl and dogs bark is a fact cleverly used by
London. The changing of the long wolf cry to the Dog Star
into a harmless bark in obeisance to man is proof of
White Fang’s complete transformation from uncivilized to
civilized dog, and at this point it is suggested that he
will never again return to the wild.
That transformation is reversed has atavistic roots
in another myth called lycanthropy, the disease of the
wolf-man, an acknowledgement of man’s dual nature, a mani
festation of the subconscious mind. Primitive mythology
^Ibid.. p, 236-7.
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makes much of this concept, which involves the idea of
the beast within man. Many culture-heroes, in human
or animal form, appear in this disguise. For instance,
Mowgli, chief human character of Kipling's The Jungle
Book, bears the werewolf image. This lycanthropic
image is perpetuated also by the literary characteriza¬
tions of Tarzan, Dr. Jekyll and Mr, Hyde, Beowulf,
Romulus and Remus, etc. The beast-within-man concept
is prevalent in folklore the world over,
Scandinavian heroes are also often shape-
shifters: one Bodvar Bjarhi took the shape
of a bear to fight in a great battle in
Denmark, recounted in the Norse Sagas, and
a bear motif appears in the tales of many
of the heroes like Beowulf, (The Christian
version omits animal worship,)?
European wolflore is much more fearful than its North
American counterpart. The Greeks associated the wolf
with Ares, the god of war, London develops this as¬
sociation in his animal stories. Both White Fang and
Buck are fearsome fighters. They ferociously battle
their enemies to the death. White Fang destroys his
antagonists, Lip-Lip and Beauty Smith, while Buck des¬
troys Spitz and the Indians who murdered John Thornton,
^Douglass Hill, "Werewolf," Man, Myth & Magic,
vol. 22, Richard Cavendish, ed., (New York: Marshall
Cavendish Corp,, 1970), p, 3009, Beowulf has very an¬
cient, pagan Scandinavian origins which the monks of
Lincolnshire sometimes ignore in producing a Christian
version for use by Christian scops, to be sung to a
Christian audience. Alfred the Great doubtless knew
the epic in their version.
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The wolf's cunning nature is utilized by Zeus and
Hecat^, v;ho transform themselves into wolves in order to
beguile humans, and "Leto, the mother of Apollo and
Artemis, appeared as a she-wolf, and a wolf was emblazoned
”8
on the shield of Artemis, the huntress. The figure of
Leto as a she-wolf can be compared to Kiche, the mother
of White Fane. This association implies that V/hite Fang
is as mighty a warrior as Apollo, who expelled wolves
from Athens. Apollo was also known as the Wolf-Slayer.
Similarly, Buck and IVhite Fang were destroyers of their
ovm kind, for there was alv/ays enmity between the vdld
dog and the domesticated dog,
V/hen dogs fight, there are usually prelimi¬
naries to the actual combat—snarlings and
bristlings and stiff-legged struttings. But
V/hite Fang learned to omit these preliminaries.
Delay meant the comings against him of all the
young dogs. He must do his work quickly and get
away. So he learned to give no warning of his
intention. He rushed in and snapped and slashed
on the instant, vdthout notice, before his foe
could prepare to meet him. This he learned the
value of surprise, A god taken off its guard,
its shoulder slashed open or its ear ripped in
ribbons before it knew v/hat was happenings,
was a dog half whipped,9
The hostile environment of the pack fostered acute aggres¬
sion in White Fang, "Pack-persecution" forced him to be¬
come
^Ibid.. p. 3046
^White Fang, p, 112.
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quicker of movement than the other dogs,
swifter of foot, craftier, deadlier, more
lithe, more lean with ironlike muscle and
sinew, more enduring, more cruel, more fero¬
cious, and more intelligent. He had to be¬
come all these things, else he would not
have held his own nor survived the hostile
environment in which he found himself,10
That combined image of Apollo and White Fang paredlels
that of Wolf Larsen, All are Nietzschean supermen in
the eyes of London, who probably envisioned the blond
Olympian, Apollo, when he created his characters.
Contrary to this Grecian image of the wolf is
the Christian legend of St, Francis of Assisi, who tamed
the ferocious wolf of Gubbio, This friendly image of the
wolf may have helped to inspire the plot of White Fang.
The outcome of London's story places Weedon Scott in the
shoes of St, Francis and White Fang in the fur of the
wolf of Gubbio, Both wolves display good and bad quali¬
ties, and each has an ambivalent response to his environ¬
ment, Both St, Francis and Weedon are love-masters,
leaders who use love as a civilizing force. They are
characterized by benevolence; their personalities exude
human tenderness. They love on a spiritual plane rather
than a physical one; they are Christ-figures to the ani¬
mals.
A modern juvenile edition of White Fang (1975)
supports the friendly image of wolves. It contains some
10 Ibid., p. 112
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unique illustrations done by Charles Pickard, an artist
who used the sane observational skills as Darwin in
studying animal behavior. The illustrations show White
Fang playing, running, fighting, leaping and enjoying
life during various stages of his development. The
drawings also show other emotions—anger, fear, courage,
compassion, surprise, love, happiness, sadness, curiosi¬
ty, loneliness, pain—that are common to man and animal.
Indeed, London’s animals appear as complex emotionally
as human beings, for Pickard's illustrations are ex-
emplatory of romantic realism; as surely as we go back
to Darwin for knowledge of evolution and natural selec¬
tion, London likewise returns to Kipling for guidelines
to the animal story.
A Historical Approach
to London's Animal Stories
Despite the previous brief history, a good working
knowledge of folklore that has become a part of our
everyday living is needed to fully understand why London's
characters act, think and feel as they do, for elements
of ancient fables, myths and epics are too dominant in the
Northland Sagas—a body of work comprised of London's
short stories, novellas and novels set in the harsh arctic
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environment—to be ignored.In addition, the charac¬
ter portrayal, style and form of The Call of the Wild and
White Fang were influenced by the great body of folk lit¬
erature available to the author. Folklore, the accumulated
wisdom of everyday people, was an invaluable tool simply
because it explained natural phenomena, interpreted human
interactions, and gave expression to strong, universal
emotions: joy, grief, fear, jealousy, greed, wonder, love,
etc. The works cited above contain structural elements of
folktales, but London goes a step further. From these
elements he develops a more complex animal story than was
common in his era. In addition, he adapted the form, style
and character portrayal of epics, myths and fables to the
modern short story, the novella and the novel.
The form of the traditional folktale follows an
established pattern that attracts both children and adults.
fable is a condensed, didactic narrative,
simply put, that seeks to concretize abstract ideas of
good and evil, of wisdom and ignorance. Fables are ex¬
tremely brief lessons in morality, as in The CaCLl of the
Wild and White Fang. The myth involves a complex usuage
of symbolism, a motif used to explain: 1) cosmic phenom¬
ena; 2) natural history; 3) the origins of civilization;
4) the origins of social and religious mores; and 5) real¬
ities of human existence like death. London's "Minions of
Midas" is based on a favorite myth, "King Midas." Epics
are heroic narratives, a blend of tragedy, comedy, lyric,
and dirge. Epics can be written in verse (Beowulf) and
prose (Robin Hood). Some elements of the epic tale are:
a quest, a battle scene, a task to be performed, a flight
from danger, a journey to the underworld.
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First, the introduction abruptly introduces the_main char¬
acters, the setting, the theme and the basic conflict of
the story. The themes are always concrete, large in scope,
didactic, easily understood and developed, and can usually
be determined by the title of the story itself (Sleeping
Beauty and The Call of the Wild). The folktale theme can
also shov/ contrast which increases tension (The Three Billy
Goats Gruff and IVhite Fang). In addition, time may be
dealt with in a single phrase; "Once upon a time," "In
the olden days," "Long ago and very far away," The scene
is often vaguely sketched out, occurring somewhere on a
bridge or on a road, in a palace or in a forest.
For the most part London tries to adhere to the
traditional form in The Call of the Wild, but he uses mul¬
tiple settings. In the first paragraph of the book he mere¬
ly hints at the time:
Men, groping in the Arctic darkness, had found a
yellow metal, and because steamship and trans¬
portation companies were booming the find, thou¬
sands of men were rushing into the Northland,
The references to "the Arctic darkness" and "a yellow metal"
allude to the Alaskan Gold Rush. The existence of golden
ore was discovered in the Klondike on August 16, 1896, The
^^Jack London, The Call of the Wild (New York: MacMillan
Co., 1949), p. 1*
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mentlon of "steamship and transportation companies"
refers to the nineteenth-century process of industriali¬
zation which stimulated trade and commerce on an inter¬
national scale. Those are clues or signals that allude
to happenings of the period. In this 1949 edition of
The Call of the Wild the setting is described initially
in the introduction and a map of the region is included
for illustration. That such an introduction was needed
indicates that the setting in London's initial text is
also vaguely sketched.
Buck lived at a big house in the sun-kissed
Santa Clara Valley. Judge Miller's place, it
was called. It stood back from the road, half
hidden among the trees, through which glimpses
could be caught of the wide cool veranda...O
This passage has the same effect as the "Once upon a
time" fairy-tale opening. The reader learns only that
the Santa Clara Valley is "sun-kissed" and that Judge
Miller's house is barely visible from the roadway.
In White Fang. London abruptly introduces other
aspects of the setting:
Dark spruce forests frowned on either side of
the frozen waterway. The trees had been
stripped by a recent wind of their white
covering of frost, and they seemed to lean
toward each other, black and ominous, in the
fading light, A vast silence reigned over
the land. The land itself was a desolation.
^^Ibid.. pp. 1-2.
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lifeless, without movement, so lone and cold
that the spirit of it was not even that of ~
a sadness. There was a hint in it of laugh¬
ter, but of a laughter more terrible than
any sadness—a laughter that was mirthless
as the smile of the Sphinx, a laughter cold
as the frost and partaking of the grimness
of infallibility. It was the masterful and
incommunicable wisdom of eternity laughing
at the futility of life and the effort of
life. It was the Wild, the savage, frozen-
hearted Northland Wild,14
The setting is introduced immediately, the "dark spruce
forest^” in this first descriptive paragraph. Words
like "frowned," "frozen," "ominous," "fading," "desola¬
tion," "lifeless" and "without movement" set the somber
mood of death that predominates this first chapter.
Moreover, the title, "The Trail of the Meat," suggests
timelessness and determinism, "The Sphinx" refers to
Egyptian mythology and the Great Sphinx, a huge statue
with a man's head and a lion's body, near Cairo. This
statue also foreshadows the atavistic outcome of The Call
of the Wild. In Greek mythology, however, the Sphinx
was a hideous monster with a woman's head and the body
of a winged lion, Kiche seems to be a fury reincarna¬
tion of this monster. The violent Greek Sphinx killed
any passer-by who could not guess her terrible riddle
successfully. The tradition foreshadows the terrible
violence to come in the novel,
^^Jack London, White Fang (New York; MacMillan
Co., 1979), P. 3.
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Second, the development of the folktale-embodies
a quest v/hich ends in reward, tasks to be performed before
the hero gets the girl, an elaborate scene in which the
hero dresses for a battle that immediately follows a flight
from danger, obstacles which cause despair and complications
in the plot, a perilous .iourney into the underworld—what
Labor calls the world-navel. That fictional form appeals
to all readers because it adds adventure and suspense to
the plot, which accounts, in part, for the great popularity
of many of London's Northland Sagas, In addition, the plot
is often episodic, with the main character performing one
impossible feat after another, but each episode is logical,
limited in duration, and shows a unified interest in the
theme. The Jungle Book. The Call of the Y/ild. and White
Fang contain all these features.
Buck, the hero of The Call of the V/ild. started
his .Iourney into the underworld, the Klondike, as a captive.
He was delivered into captivity by Manuel, Judge Miller's
gardner's helper. The rope that Manuel tied around Buck's
neck is the symbol of the collar of civilization which the
hero had already learned to accept,
,,,Manuel doubled a piece of stout rope around
Buck's neck under the collar,,.
Buck had accepted the rope with quiet dignity.
To be sure, it was an unwonted performance:
but he had learned to trust in men he knew, and
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to give them credit for a wisdom that outreached
his own. But when the end. of the rope was placed
in the stranger’s hands, he growled menacingly,15
Such an act of treachery on Manuel's part led Buck into
the unknown, the underworld, which forced him into a
psychological search for self, a search that led him away
from all civilization. His quest was not a matter of pro¬
tocol; it was a matter of instinct. The reward of personal
freedom continually beckoned, but love—a civilizing force—
was holding him back,
,,,the claims of mankind slipped farther from him.
Deep in the forest a call was sounding, and as often
as he heard this call, mysteriously thrilling and
luring, he felt compelled to turn his back upon the
fire and the beaten earth around it, and to plunge
into the forest,,,^®
Love of John Thornton, the love-master, was the only tie
preventing Buck from completing his quest. Nevertheless,
prior to this episode, and contrary to the folktale tradi¬
tion, Buck had already received his greatest reward as lead¬
er of the pack:
There is an ecstasy that marks the summit of life,
and beyond which life cannot rise. And such is
the paradox of living, this ecstasy comes when one
is most alive, and it comes as a complete forget¬
fulness that one is edive. This ecstasy, this for¬
getfulness of living,,.came to Buck, leading the
pack, sounding the old wolfcry, straining after the
^^The Call of the Wild, pp, 4-5.
^^Ibid.. p, 88,
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food that was alive and that fled sv/iftly b»iore
him through the moonlight,17
That moment of ecstasy marks Buck’s regression in the wild.
He is reveling in bloodlust, heralding Social Darwinism
and its concept of strength over weakness, and uplifting
the Romantic theory of decivilization over the Victorian
idea of civilization. The scene proceeds the great battle
with Spitz, an enemy who threatens his ability to remain
leader of the pack. That great battle supersedes all the
previous scrimmages between the two dogs; it must be to
the death. The more experienced fighter, Spitz, was de¬
feated by Buck, who fought by instinct alone.
Similarly, the beginning of consciousness marks
V/hite Fang’s initiation into society and his .iourney beyond
’’The Wall of the World," ° the entrance to the cave, a
sexual symbol representing the feminine womb from which he
v/as born and from which he must escape to begin his quest.
After V/hite Fang, the cub, discovers his own individuality,
he learns that there is an "abrupt and tremendous extension
of space" ^ waiting to be explored beyond the den that Kiche,





lenging light, the symbol of knowledge and enlightenment,
is painful to the cub, who has to pass through it in order
to complete his development, his quest for life. At this
point he learns a life-determining truth about the universe,
20
"The Law of Meat." On this significant journey he also
learns that he is a killer of meat, one who takes great
pleasure in the kill, one who obeys the laws of the wilder¬
ness, one who believes he must "EAT OR BE EATEN,
Third, the conclusion is as brief as the introduction,
and comes quickly after the climax. The conflict must be
resolved; for a happy ending is expected. Everyone must live
happily ever after. According to that tradition, the vil¬
lains must be punished for their wrongdoings and the heroes
rewarded. The folktale ending is based on a Biblical code
of ethics, "eye-for-an-eye and a tooth-for-a-tooth" principle.
The Call of the Wild and White Fang both have happy
endings. In Romantic terminology, Buck's final adaptation
to the v^ild is more positive than negative, even though some
critics see atavism in his regression, A positive mood con¬
tributes to a conclusion that is brief, almost a fairy-tale
22





sentence begins a four-paragraph summary that tells what
happened to Buck in the end. He lived long, had numerous
offspring and died bravely, his spirit remaining with the
pack. In VYhite Fang the arch-villain. Beauty Smith, a
character who cannot be held responsible for his evil
deeds because he is the product of environmental determin¬
ism, receives a tragic end. Beauty is humiliated and
beaten by Weedon Scott and finally killed by the animal
he had tortured, V/hite Fang's ending is happy, too. His
mating with a sheep dog is symbolic of the marriage of
the tamed and the untamed, the civilized and the uncivi¬
lized, White Fang retires to the Southland, where it is
always warm and comfortable, where it is always green and
life is always full. He learns to relax and to submerge
23
his fangs. The birth of his "pudgy puppies" marks the
completion of the life-cycle, a fulfillment of another
one of nature's principles. The happy ending comes quickly
after V/hite Fang’s climatic struggle with Jim Hall, his
human antithesis. In the last pages of the novel White Fang
undergoes surgery, a long convalescence, becomes "A Blessed
iVolf,"^^ sees his offspring for the first time and enjoys
the sunshine.
White Fang, p, 246,
24 Ibid,4 p, 246
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Fourth, the style, the manner of telling the story,
is often one of the greatest charms of the folktale. It
can be lyrical or crisply narrative, humorous or romantic.
The dialogue is natural and realistic, and audibly pleas¬
ant when read aloud. The language changes to suit the
mood and attitude of each character. Indeed, the average
folktale is a mixture of prose and verse; the lyrics form
a sing-song type of pattern or cadence. V/hite Fang is
full of poetic resonance:
So he became the enemy of his kind, domesticated
wolves that they were, softened by the fires of
man, weakened in the sheltering shadow of man’s
strength, V/hite Fang was bitter and implacable.
The clay of him was so moulded. He declared a
vendetta against all dogs. And so terribly did
he live this vendetta that Gray Beaver, fierce
savage himself, could not but marvel at White
Fang’s ferocity. Never, he swore, had there been
the like of this animal; and the Indians in strange
villages swore likewise when they considered the
tale of his killings amongst their dogs,25
This passage, marking the beginning of domestication for
White Fang, is full of alliteration, assonance and consonance.
The /s/ sound predominates. The hard /c/ or /k/ sound also
occurs with alarming frequency. These phonemes give a sense
of forcefulness to the passage. Third in importance are /a/
and /o/ sounds and their variants. Much of The Call of the
Wild is also poetic. The beginning of the first chapter
alternates prose and poetry.
25Ibid,, p. 144
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"Old longing:s nomadic leap,
Chafing at custom's chain,
Again from its brumal sleep
IVakens the ferine strain,"
Buck did not read the newspapers, or he would
have known that trouble was brewing, not alone for
himself, but for every tide-v/ater dog, strong of
muscle and with warm, long hair, from Puget Sound
to San Diego,..,26
The poem is full of felicitous phrases that introduce the
theme. The word "brumal" relates to winter and its slumber¬
ous effect upon nature, which includes both plant and
animal life. The narrative which follows establishes the
conflict that will propel the hero forward into the peril¬
ous plot. In the second line of the narrative the reader
is told that "trouble was brewing," London does not hint;
he moves directly to the point. The reader knows that Buck
is going to be affected. This introduction is true to the
folktale tradition, and the plot is taking precedence over
character portrayal.
The third element of the folktale, character por¬
trayal, is just as important to the story line as the theme.
The characters, however, of fables, myths, and epics are
usually typed; either they are very good or they are very
bad. That factor enables the reader to sympathize with
the hero alone, and wastes no emotion whatsoever upon the
^^The Call of the vVild. p. 1.
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totally wicked antagonist. In addition, the typed animal
characters are always symbols of superior and inferior
human traits such as loyalty, honesty, bravery, cleverness,
slyness, greed, passion, cowardice and cruelty. The char¬
acters are also distinct individuals who are capable of
arousing varied reactions in the reader.
Because Buck's Romantic ascent to the Wild taught
him amoral behavior, much of London's Victorian readership
was offended. However, some readers were able to sympathize
with Buck simply because he was an animal, something less
than a human being. The same behavior in a human being
would have been totally unacceptable. The same fact held
true for White Fang, a killer who reveled in bloodlust.
Similarly, the modern reader tends to view their (Buck and
White Fang) behavior as a reality of the wild; therefore,
the animal can not be held responsible; they also are the
result of environmental determinism. Buck's stealthiness
parallels the cunning of the fox in one of Aesop's fables,
"The Fox and the Grapes," The fox sought after the grapes
for the sake of his ovm greed, but Buck's first theft was
prompted by starvation.
He swiftly lost the fastidiousness which had char¬
acterized his old life, A dainty eater, he found
that his mates, finishing first, robbed him of his
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unfinished ration,,,,To remedy this, he ate as fast
as they; and, so greatly did hunger compel him, he
was not above taking what did not belong to him, 27
By cleverly stealing a chunk of bacon and getting away with
it. Buck earned his rieht to survive in the wilderness.
Demonstrably, in Chaucer's "The Nun's Priest's Tale" the
animals are merely stock figures whose intelligence and
ability to survive parallel Buck's and White Fang's innate
capacity to adapt to their environment.
These characters made London's animal stories a
success because they were based upon ethical truths which
pertain to the society we live in, London's animals are
also representative of humans, who often resort to trickery,
ruthlessness and violence themselves as a realistic means
of survival. Thus these stories satisfy the needs of humans
who want to better understand the origins of their own hid¬
den desires and fantasies. Thirdly, London's animal stories
offer a variety of entertainment to an urban society that
secretly longs to experience the action-packed adventure of
the wild.
In summary, Rudyard Kipling and Jack London both
drew upon folktales, a venerable literary tradition. Their
animal stories fall in one of the follov/ing three categories
1, First, there are animals who are a caricature
of humans in fur (Aesop's Fables),
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2, The second category involves a paradox where
animals must remain scientifically true to
their species (The Jungle BookT by Kipling),
but can still speak and think,
3. The third type is one told from the observa¬
tional point of view, with growing emphasis
upon the modern knowledge of a species
(The C^l of the Wild and White Fang.) byLondon),
3.1. This type of animal story is often more
serious than the others mentioned,
3.2, It is often a tragedy or near-tragedy,
Kipling's The Jungle Book, the second type, is more suited
to Juvenile readers than London's animal stories, which
use modern knowledge of dogs, wild dogs, wolves and were¬
wolves in their interpretations of the characterizations
of Buck and V/hite Fang, atavistic elements^^ of interest
to the adult reader.
^'^Ibid.. p, 25.
p O^Kenneth Grant, "Atavism," Man, Myth & Magic,
vol. 2, Richard Cavendish, ed, (New York; Marshall
Cavendish Corp., 1970), pp. 163-64. According to Grant,
"atavism means reversion to an earlier type. In human
beings, atavism is the re-emergence of the characteris¬
tics of a certain ancestor or ancestors after a lapse of
what may be many generations," Researchers have found
that such behavioral reversals are accompanied by an in¬
crease in sexual prowess far beyond normal capacity, a
fact v;hich London ignored in The Call of the yild. where
the sexual aspect of Buck, in particular, is left to the
reader's imagination.
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A Comparison of The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling.
and The Call of the V/ild« and V/hite Fang
Jack London
The major difference between The Jungle Book and
the Northland Sagas is that Kipling’s story was intended
for children; therefore it has less descriptive violence,
London’s, on the other hand, was intended for an adult
audience. Despite this discrepancy there are many similari¬
ties. All utilize elements of fables, myths and epics. All
have wilderness settings that support the theme of environ¬
mental determinism. Lastly, all have Nietzschean super¬
heroes as their main protagonists, characters who are
actively being initiated into cultures that are undergoing
social change. The most significant parallel in the works
cited is the Spencerian concept of "survival of the fittest,"
a philosophy that erects brawn over brains, a theory that
sublimates certain aspects of human atavism and violence.
That central idea unifies the introductions, the bodies and
the conclusions of the works.
First, the introduction abruptly introduces the
setting, the theme, the main characters, and the conflict
of the story. In "The Crow and the Pitcher" the setting
is vaguely sketched in order to emphasize the text and to
limit the story to a single theme, Aesop gives no physical
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description of the bird, and the pitcher, the pebbles and
the water are the only aspects of the environment mentioned.
The crov/, the main character, has a problem. He is thirsty,
and hov/ he quenches his thirst provides the conflict of the
story. Similarly, the initial settings of the Kipling and
London animal stories are elaborated in the great outdoors.
However, in their stories the multiple, out-of-doors set¬
tings change from scene to scene and from chapter to chapter.
In addition, nature is personified and rendered both an
active force in the development of the characters and a
participant in the action. By such means the theme of en¬
vironmental determinism is supported. For instance, in the
first chapter of The Jungle Book. "Mowgli's Brothers," the
action occurs initially in the mouth of a cave, a feminine
sex symbol, a cavity that suggests life and fertility, where,
ironically, Mother and Father Vtolf dwell. In an Aesopian
context, the setting is vaguely sketched here to emphasize
character and plot. All the main characters are introduced
in this primary chapter, and the jungle poses many threats
to the lives of its inhabitants, vd.th Shere Khan as the liv¬
ing embodiment of danger and conflict. He is the crippled
man-eating tiger who threatens to eat the protagonist, Mowgli,
the man-cub. Shere Khan is part of the threatening landscape.
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"the sensual, maternal, paradisal landscape,that Kipling
used to discipline and shape his characters. Similarly, the
landscape of London's animal stories defines environmental
boundaries that cause either progression or regression in
the personality of his characters. Thus, the wilderness
themes of The Call of the Wild and V/hite Fang represent
aspects of the unconscious mind, the libido, the shadow,
the evil nature, the passionate embarrassment of men and
animals engaged in the business of becoming individuals.
All the characters mentioned must learn to interact with
their environment in a way that proves that they are the
fittest and thus the worthiest of survival.
Each character is threatened by an environment that
presents obstacles that must be surmounted before full ini¬
tiation into society can be attained. Moreover, true to
the epic form, each undertakes a .iourney, a quest for an
identity that is in accord with nature, with the locale that
surrounds them. Buck, The Call of the Wild, is a character
who represents the unconscious mind. His instincts will
guide him to a higher level of Romantic existence through
a transformation that turns him into a creature living in
^^Zohreh T, Sullivan, "Kipling the Nightv/alker,"
Modern Fiction Studies, vol, 30» 2 (Summer 1984),
p, 226.
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equilibrium with his environment, the laws of which demand
a critical response from the animal organism it endeavors
to control. In the introduction to the novel Buck is a
civilized dog who lives in hsormony with the rich, arti¬
ficial scenery of Judge Miller's place in the Santa Clara
Valley, The plush landscape, the spacious verandas, the
huge stables, and the many servants mentioned in the second
paragraph constitute Utopia, wealth and power, a haven for
the rich and famous. Buck was initially born to live in
harmony with luxury and later spent four years of his life
on the Judge's vast estate. That scene is painted in order
to emphasize Buck's fall from the highest social stratum
known to civilized man to the lowest. His abduction, marked
by mistreatment and stsurvation, plummets him into a state of
disharmony with nature, and it also precipitates a shift in
location. First, he is confined in a crate and immediately
shipped to Seattle, where he is clubbed into submission.
Thus, changes in his personality are stimulated by forces
outside himself; a cruel type of "primitive law" that Spencer
calls "survival of the fittest" begins to hammer him into
shape, and the man in the red sweater becomes the bloody
symbol of environmental determinism. This awesome character
is nature's instrument of cruelty, one that begins to shape
the hero's development and determine the progression of the
plot.
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That the setting of The Call of the Wild shifts
from the Southland to the Northland, and from the North¬
land to the Southland in White Fang« is significant. It
implies balance between opposites; the Northland symbolizes
the underworld, a threatening New Frontier that the pro¬
tagonists must interact with, the uncivilized aspects of
humanity. The Southland setting symbolizes life, revitali¬
zation and the growth of civilization. The threatening
landscapes in both novels are part of the American Frontier,
while Kipling's are not. In the following passage Buck's
introduction to the Northland teaches him an important
lesson:
...and there, curled up under the snow in a
snug ball, lay Billee. He whined placatingly,
squirmed ani wriggled to show his good will and
intentions, and even ventured, as a bribe for
peace, to lick Buck's face with his warm wet
tongue.
Another lesson. So that was the way they
did it, eh? Buck confidently selected a spot,
and with much fuss and waste effort proceeded
to dig a hole for himself. In a trice the heat
from his body filled the confined space and he
was asleep. The day had been long and arduous,
and he slept soundly and comfortably, though he
growled and barked and wrestled with bad dreams.30
The sudden change from the warm South to the cold North
brings about both physical and psychological metamorphoses
that become manifest on a dormant level as nightmeores. At
30The Call of the Wild, p. 21.
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this point Buck is so immersed in the threatening landscape
that it becomes a destructive element, a huge wall of snow
that presses down upon him heavily, encasing the animal in
a snowy sepulcher from which he must escape. Hence the
Northern landscape becomes a recurrent symbol of death,
pain and suffering when contrasted with the life, pleasure
and beauty of the Southland.
Moreover, in the first part of White Fang the
threatening snow has sentience. It sets an atmosphere of
gloom, even creates a mood of urgency and death, and is
inseparable from the action. The first chapter pits man
against nature to express the futile struggle for life in
a Londonian wilderness that gives much more details about
setting than Kipling's jungle. The "White Silence," the
snows of the arctic, calls for a sensory response from the
reader and also restricts the movement and endangers the
life of characters. The dead man in the oblong box becomes
the symbol of man’s futile struggle against the wilderness,
which London defines as "the savage, frozen-hearted North¬
land."^^ The man in the box was once wealthy and powerful,
and, ironically, his dead body is worth more than the lives
of Bill and Henry and their six dogs, all of whom—except
31 White Fang, p. 5
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Henry and the dead man—are destined to become meat for
wolves. The following passage shows the degree to which
man must struggle with environment in the novel:
In advance of the dogs, on wide snowshoes,
toiled a man. At the rear of the sled toiled
a second man. On the sled, in the box, lay a
third man whose toil was over,—a man whom the
Wild had conquered and beaten down until he
would never move nor struggle again. It is not
the way of the Wild to like movement. Life is
an offence to it, for life is movement; and the
Wild aims always to destroy movement. It freezes
the water to prevent it running to the sea; it
drives the sap out of the trees till they are
frozen to their mighty hearts; and most ferocious¬
ly and terribly of all does the Wild harry and
crush into submission man—man, who is the most
restless of life, ever in revolt against the dic¬
tum that all movement must in the end come to the
cessation of movement,32
Here the snow is pressing in upon man as it had done upon
Buck, who managed to win his struggle against it. The en¬
vironment is strong, and mighty, and ruthless, a part of an
entire universe that seems to be against all life, which
London defines as movement. The men lost "amidst the play
and interplay of the great blind elements and forces"^^
are afflicted v/ith fear and hunger, the two passions that
dominate Part One of White Fang, Those initial chapters
are decadent, in that human flesh in portrayed as meat for




the animals. Meat is equated with life. Inevitably, the
quest for meat becomes intense and deadly. Here, as in
The Jungle Book, unfavorable environmental conditions
create famine. However, Kipling cares nothing for de¬
scribing scenes and ob.iects like London, Seasonal con¬
ditions are generally not as important to the former.
Even though famine does strike the inhabitants of The Jungle
Book, sociological obstacles, problems concerning the co¬
existence of different species of animals, are more signifi¬
cant, On the other hand, changes in seasons are ma.ior
concerns of London, for the state of water—liquid or solid--
could mean life or death to a character. The passage of
time also establishes the credibility of the action. For
instance, v/hen the arctic night descends the men must im¬
mediately make camp and build a fire or they will perish
within hours. Adverse seasonal conditions are part of the
controlling evolutionary process, and Darwin's idea of
natural selection is supported by the elements. In The Call
of the Wild an entire ’’family party”^^ is absorbed by the
"V/hite Silence,” because they are weak both physically and
mentally; they are foolishly incongruent with the laws of
nature. Hall, Mercedes and Charles have no respect for their
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environment, They do not understand the unwritten lav;s
of the wilderness. They bicker among themselves; they
overload the sled v/ith unneeded luxury items; they abuse
their dogs; they are lazy, undisciplined and slothful on
the frozen trail. Their disorder causes disharmony in
the pack. Their behavior is amoral, according to Spencer's
conception of an orderly universe, and they are judged by
the forces of nature. Their social problems indicate in¬
stability within civilized cultures.
That family also symbolizes the triumph of passion
over reason, simply because they continually feed their
appetites. Their ignorance concerning the environment and
their lack of physical stamina cause them to be devoured
by nature. Such a family parallels the ignorant Monkey
People in The Jungle Book, a chaotic, disorganized society
completely lacking in intelligence, a people who fall prey
to Kaa, the giant python who uses them for meat, Kaa, like
the ".vTiite Silence," is the environmental force, a higher
order, that destroys them. However, the controlling en¬
vironmental forces utilized in London's animal stories are
far more savage than those created by Kipling,
In addition, seasonal conditions are also important
to London because of the sensory effects of cold and heat,
a prominent universal paradox, upon life itself. Obviously,
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his settings employ climatic variants in North and Southland
weather conditions that involve the theme of environmental
determinism. The harsh conditions of the Northland seem
to have a barbarizing effect upon man and animal, v/hile
the favorable conditions of the Southland have a civilizing
effect. Summarily, the rugged terrain of the works of both
Kipling and London forms a backdrop for the setting of the
Spencerian theme of strength over weakness.
Once the primary setting is established and the theme
and the conflict are introduced in the beginnings of the
works, then the characters: who are often stereotypes repre¬
senting one single human emotion or trait like love, hate,
loyalty, greed, are developed in order to concretize the
large, didactic theme of environmental determinism. For
instance, in the nine chapters comprising the body of
The Jungle Book different aspects of the main character,
Mowgli, are explored. He is an infant when found in the
very first chapter, but the second finds him an apt student
of Jungle-Law, Chapter 2, "Kaa's Hunting," begins with a
list of "Baloo’s Maxims," the basic rules of the jungle:
His spots are the joy of the Leopard: his horns
are the Buffalo's pride—
Be clean, for the strength of the hunter is known
by the gloss of his hide.
If ye find that the Bullock can toss you, or the
heavy-brov/ed Sambhur can gore;
Ye need not stop work to inform us; we knew it
ten seasons before.
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Oppress not the cubs of the stranger, but hail
them as Sister and Brother,
For though they are little and fubsv, it may be
the Bear is their mother,
"There is none like to me I" says the Cub in the
pride of his earliest kill;
But the Jungle is larse and the Cub he is small.
Let him think and be still,35
This chapter begins with verse and ends with verse (a folk¬
tale element) that portrays the character as an entity
being influenced by two great forces—environmental and
hereditary—that train and determine his response to the
setting. Mowgli’s social life is confined to lower animals
that live communally and that, undoubtedly, feel inferior
to him. This imbalance must inevitably cause trouble in
the .lungle; the lav/s of nature must always seek equilibrium.
The poem suggests disequilibrium. In the first stanza the
hunter and the hunted are mentioned; the second stresses
physical stamina; the third advises the man-cub to respect
"the Bear" for its strength; the fourth teaches him to
think and kill. At this stage of development brav/n is far
more important than brains. However, the man-cub v/ill
eventually prove himself apt in both areas, and his ability
to use fire as a weapon advances the conflict, shows him in




Furthermore, Spencer's idea that environmental
influences cause a society (individual) to develop from
homogeneous to heterogeneous and Darv;in's biological idea
of natural selection can be applied to the characterization
of Mov/gli, Buck and IVhite Fang. Thus, all are examples
of Nietzschean supermen v/ho differ very slightly and each
represents some aspect of humanity. As each character is
developed they are distinguished markedly from their kind;
they all embark upon a journey, and all engage in violent
activity.
Consequently, in Vvliite Fang fire when used as a
vjeapon also makes men superior to animals. It is the one
element that the wolves fear, but Kiche, the she-v/olf, is
fearless. She is the first to breach the private space
within the circle of fire protecting the men in the first
part of the novel. These men, though they use fire, are
not supermen in the Nietzschean sense of the word, and all
but one are swallowed up by the threatening landscape. In
this part Kiche, V/hite Fang's mother, is the Freudian symbol
of sexual seduction. She lures men and dogs to their death.
Her charm is deadly. She devours men, and her characteriza¬
tion is a negative stereotype of women in human society.
She is the closest thing to Nietzsche's superman in this
section. She is strong, mysterious, wise, cunning and
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troublesome to men in all forms. She is a land shark,
a vulturess who lives primitively upon human flesh. She
is a dangerous enemy because she is half-civilized. She
has lived with men; she has v/armed herself at their fires;
she has been fed by their hands; she is the most daneerous
character in this initial section, simply because she has
both brav/n and brains and has a knowledge of fire. Her
knowledge of fire and its properties ia of utmost importance
to the pack; she knows that v/hen the campfire dies dov/n
the circle v/ill be broken and the symbolic ring of fire
protecting Henry will be no barrier. In the second chapter
the men suspect her of being an immoral beast because of her
familiarity with and lack of fear of the campfires of man.
Somehow the men instinctively know that she will be their
ruin, and they seek to slay her. She is biologically
superior in her ability to adapt to the wilderness, a trait
v/hich her son inherits, and the interaction of heredity and
environment makes him a Nietzschean superman, V>liite Fang
is different from the other v;orks mentioned because the
main protagonist is not introduced in the initial chapters.
However, the landscape is established and personified as a
living character. That threatening landscape is the element
that forces all living things to comply v/ith its will, and
the wolves become an active part of the terrain that ques¬
tions the superiority of man.
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In addition, the scene where Henry thoughtfully
considers the artistry and dexterity of his hands refers
to the supposed superiority of man. Through biological in¬
heritance the fingers and thumb enable man to coordinate
movements which should place him higher up the biological
scale than the wolves who menace the land. Henry's vision
of fingers being crushed and torn to bits by the white
fangs of the she-wolf form part of the Freudian dreamscape.
That dream is symbolic; it is also prophetic, in that he is
actually bitten by the wolves v/ho would have eaten him if
not for his timely rescue. It skilfully foreshadows the
birth of the fearless cub, White Fang, in a later chapter.
And thJLs savage wolf motif is sustained throughout the main
body of the v;ork. White Fang and The Call of the Wild
mark London’s "blatant use of evolutionary concepts in two
tawdry pieces of naturalistic fiction"^^ that develop rugged
individuals who must fight hostile terrain, starvation, and
the bitter cold of the Yukon, a mere wasteland capable of
challenging them intellectually and developing them physical¬
ly, for survival. However, London’s theories of environmen¬
talism are more naturalistic in White Fang, as is illustrated
by the descriptive beginning of the novel. Here the struggle
^^Earl Wilcox, "Le Milieu, Le Moment, La Race: Lite¬
rary Naturalism in Jack London’s White Jack London
Newsletter, vol, 3» no, 2 (May-August 1971)» p* 42,
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between man and nature is intensified. The harshness of
the American V/ilderness is as a giant heel attempting to
crush all life from everything; it is deified by London as
the *'V/hite Silence," a villainous character who exists in
three forms—solid, liquid, gas. Its three states imply
a cycle of life that is perpetuated by the laws of nature,
and this cycle is directly related to the process of evolu¬
tion, the redistribution of matter and motion.
The first principle that the environment teaches
Mowgli, Buck and V/hite Fang is that there are rules to be
followed. These rules must be deeply rooted in their per¬
sonalities before they can be fully accepted or initiated
into their respective societies. In addition to the Maxims
of Baloo, Mowgli had to learn hundreds of other laws of the
jungle, laws governing cleanliness, living in harmony v;ith
others, protecting and preserving the pack and, most im¬
portant, laws restricting the killing of meat:
Ye may kill for yourselves, and your mates, and
your cubs as they need, and ye can:
But kill not for the pleasure of killing, and
seven times never kill man,37
Kipling’s law is more merciful than London's, The laws of
The Jungle Book encourage a democratic society and the growth
and development of families as the cornerstones of civiliza-
^"^Kipling, p, 73.
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tion. On the other hand, the laws set forth in White Fang
are not as civilized, neither do they show mercy to the
v/eak. There is no altruism found in London's law, "The Lav/
of Meat," Here the law of Social Darwinism rules daily
life among the pack, and an early brush with famine teaches
V^fhite Fang to put limitations and restraints on life. Such
restraints and limitations are called Laws, He classifies
his environment in terms of things that hurt and things
that do not hurt, and things good to eat and things not
good to eat. Obeying the law to him means avoiding hurt
and hunger. However, London's law involves a lust to kill
that is absent in Kipling, For instance. White Fan^, in
his first battle, kills and eats for the sport of it seven
ptarmigan chicks who have been left unprotected in their
nest. Killing for sport is not permitted in Kipling's
story. The death of the seven ptarmigans, fluffy white
snov/ birds, a Biblical reference to the paraclete, symbol¬
izes the death of innocence for the hero.
Buck also had to learn a significant law of survival,
-7 Q
"The Law of Club and Fang."’ In captivity Buck learned that
the club-wielding man was a law-giver v;ho demanded obedience.
He also learned to stay on his feet during a fight, because
once downed the weaker opponent fell under the law of the
^^The Call of the Y/ild, p, I6
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fang and was immediately destroyed. That lesson is con¬
tinued in the second chapter, where we leaurn that:
Buck's first day on the Dyea beach was like
a nightmare. Every hour was filled with shock
and surprise. He had been suddenly Jerked from
the heart of civilization and flung into the
heart of things primordial. No lazy, sunkissed
life was this, with nothing to do but loaf and
be bored. Here was neither peace, nor rest, nor
a moment's safety. All was confusion and action,
and every moment life and limb were in peril.
There was an imperative need to be constantly
alert; for these dogs and men were not town dogs
and men. They were savages, all of them, who
knew no law but the law of club and fang.59
In sum, the harsh, uncivilized conditions of the Northland
necessitated a different law than those in existence in the
civilized areas of the Southland, The raw northern environ¬
ment dictated the kind of social life that could exist in
the Yukon, It forced characters to live at a low level of
existence which ultimately led Buck to amoral behavior.
Buck's adaptation to the Northland wilderness forces a
deterioration; he steals, kills, and disobeys the law. His
personality degenerates, in that he returns to the wild,
revealing a regression to the primitive that is stimulated
by the evolutionary law of "survival of the fittest," He
steals when hungry; he kills for revenge; he disobeys the
law in order to sustain life. His transition from a civi¬
lized dog to a wild dog is based upon the beast-within-man
59 Ibid.. p. 16
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concept of lycanthropy, the condition of becoming an in¬
human monster, the loathsome legacy of medieval demonology
and its terror. The audience can sympathize with such im¬
morality only because Buck is not human. Free will allows
men to chose between good and evil, whereas Buck has no
free will in the matter. The animal must and does respond
to the environmental and hereditary forces that control him,
as he instinctively returns to the wild. He gives up civili
zation, an action Nietzsche condones and equates with the
good. That process gives an ambiguity to Buck's regression,
making it both positive and negative, London makes the re¬
gression a duty according to instinct, for animals are bom
free and wild in their natural state. Both positive and
negative aspects of civilization and decivilization are
found in all the characters; therefore, due to the conflict¬
ing philosophies of Spencer and Nietzsche, Mowgli, Buck and
White Fang are both good and evil. At times they vacillate
between the wild and civilization. This is also a misap¬
plication of Nietzsche's idea of supermen ^d blond beasts,
Caurolyn Johnston feels that London did not understand
,,,the spiritual dimension of Nietzsche's Uber-
mensch and his self-mastery because,,,/hg7 used
superman and blond beast interchangeably. The
blond beast is the opposite of the superman, and
is the one who represents unsublimated animal
passion,40
Johnston, Carolyn, Jack London—An American
Radical? (Westport, Connecticut; Greenwood Press, 1984)»
p, ^0,
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This distortion probably occurred because London did
not incorporate all of Nietzsche's philosophy into his
ovra. Another reason for this misinterpretation is that
The Call of the Wild had already been written and pub¬
lished before London was officially introduced to
Nietzschean philosophy, Johnston also asserts that
"Jack London read Nietzsche for the first time in Septem¬
ber of 1904» Slid that he was writing Nietzschean phrases
('the blond beasts,' 'the glad perishers,' 'the superman,'
'live dangerously,' 'long sickness') before that,"41 At
that time the author’s life had become as chaotic as the
personal lives of his animal characters. Characteristi¬
cally, London and his characters were strong both physi¬
cally and mentally; they were heroic; they had leadership
ability; they showed love and compassion; they attempted
to become one with nature; they fought to remain individu¬
als; they possessed both good and evil traits. Though
Kipling himself did not possess all of these characteris¬
tics, Mowgli did. Thus, all are basically supermen. In
addition, London agreed and disagreed with other aspects
of Nietzschean philosophy. He utilized the parts of the
doctrine that suited his needs and discarded the rest.
41 Ibid,, p, 79,
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Jack, London shared Nietzsche's impassioned
attack on corrupt society, his exposure of
the hypocrisy of conventional morality, but
he disagreed with him on three major points,
Nietzsche denied that natural selection
operated for progress and believed that
mediocrity was more likely to survive th^
the higher specimens. Secondly, he negated
any faith, whether Christianity or socialism,
which pinned its hopes on infinite progress.
Finally, Nietzsche accepted the notion of
acquired characteristics, but, unlike Jack
London, he condemned racism and nationalistic
aspirations,42
Thus, The Call of the Wild and White Fang from a cycle
that explains the counter-evolutionary process and the
evolutionary process prepectively. The works explore the
degree to which culture (learned behavior that man passes
on to his progeny) and instinct (inborn impulses) determine
fate. Life, love and civilization have contrasting values
in the v/orks, and all the characters, including Mowgli,
have primordial visions that point to their past. To
London and Kipling culture, which is associated with
civilization, is only a hindrance to survival in the wild.
They feel that pure instinct is a more reliable tool in
such a setting. However, their Victorian readership could
not adequately accept this idea. Consequently, London
wrote White Fang in order to counteract the negative
effect of The Call of the tVild upon his readership, and
also to redeem the species, Canis Lupus, In I904 London
wrote to George Brett:
^^Ibid.. p. C'O •
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I'm going to reverse the process. Instead of the
devolution or the decivlllzatlon of a dog. I'm
going to give the evolution, the civilization of
a dog—development of domesticity, faithfulness,
love, morality, and all the amenities and vir-tuesl43
An antithesis to The Call of the Wild was needed to placate
the Victorian readership, an unyielding audience steeped in
Darwinism and Spencerianism, but one which could not tolerate
all the Romantic implications of the novella. As a result,
both Kipling and London had to incorporate didactic lessons
in morality in their work in order to please their audiences.
Laws of society could not be overlooked if the narratives
were to be credible. That is why laws governing the pack
were so important to the texts, which reflect the ideas of
the major philosophers, biologists, psychologists and soci¬
ologists of the period.
Consequently, it was because of the morality of the
Victorian readership that explicit sex was left out of the
works. Therefore, the psychological and physical development
of characters had to be expressed by other means of communica¬
tion. Hence the first love of the characters (Mowgli, White
Fang, Buck) can not be one of sexual fulfillment. Mowgli
first learned to love Mother and Father Wolf, Baloo and
Bagheera, all animals to whom there could be no sexual
^^Earle Labor, Jack London (New York: Twayne Pub¬
lishers, Inc., 1974), p'. 79. This passage was originally
taken from Letters from Jack London, ed. King Hendricks and
Irving Shepard (ll.Y., Odyssey, 1965) f P* 166.
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commitment, V/hite Fang adored V/eedon Scott and Kiche, but
he gave no adulation to Gray Beaver, the man who named him.
Similarly, The Call of the IVild avoids explicit sex. For
this reason Buck could only be friends v/ith Curlie, an
attractive female sled dog who was killed in the second
chapter, and like V/hite Fan^ he could only love one master,
John Thornton, Erotic love is left out of all the works
mentioned; however, an attractive strain of humor is sug¬
gested in London considering White Fang's union with Collie
for the preservation of the species. The spoiled young
beauty, with her needle nose, charms and infuriates the
veteran of the Yukon, exactly like certain literary (and
actual) females v;ith v/hom v/e are familiar.
Though Sigmund Freud became popular after the
publication of London's narratives, Mowgli and White Fang
express forms of love that approach the intensity of the
Oedipal Complex, However, no mention is made of Buck's
relationship v/ith his mother, but he must have known her
from whom he inherited beauty and strength. Yet, it is
knov/n that Mowgli was not nurtured by his own mother (his
human mother), but at a predetermined point he finds her.
In the following passages he shows a preference for his
mother and little passion for his father,
Messua was half wild v;ith pain and fear (she had
been beaten and stoned all the morning), and Mowgli
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put his hand over her mouth .lust in time to stop a
scream. Her husband was only bewildered and angry,
and sat picking dust and things out of his torn
beard,
'I knew—I knew he would come,’ Messua sobbed
at last, 'Now do I know that he is my soni’ and
she hugged Mowgli to her heart. Up to that time
Mov.’gli had been perfectly steady, but now he began
to tremble all over, and that surprised him im¬
mensely.
'Why are these thongs?' Why have they tied
thee?' he asked, after a pause,
'To be put to the death for making a son of
thee—what else' said the man, sullenly, 'Lookl
I bleed,'
Nessua said nothing, but it was at her wounds
that Mowgli looked, and they heard him grit his
teeth,..44
When Messua embraces her son it is, perhaps, the
first time feminine arms have enfolded him, Mowgli becomes
giddy from the propinquity of her body, and he trembles.
That one touch, more than any other action, shows his need
for motherly affection, his need for another human being.
The presence of the father-figure is unimportant; he seems
to be only a prop; he is simply referred to as "her husband,”
Mov/gli has no emotional reaction over his father's loss of
blood, but he shudders and grinds his teeth at the sight of
his mother's. This sentimental reaction helps in developing
traits of manliness in Mov/gli, the man/animal, the atavistic
werewolf. It invariably links him to humanity, a species
that he has totally detested and refused to identify himself
44Kipling, pp, 82-3
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with until now. This mother/son relationship is developed
in two chapters, "TiKerl Tieerl*’ and ’’Letting in the
Jungle,” because here Messua reveals Mowgli's true name—
Nathoo—and this naming is an important aspect in his
obtaining identity and humanity.
Similarly, White Fang's mother, Kiche, is more im¬
portant to his identity than his father. One Eye. Even
though she did not name him, as Messua re-named Mowgli,
she is still so important that the second chapter, "The
She-Wolf," is named after her. Her romance with One Eye
is an example of Social Darwinism, for he must defeat tvro
younger v/olves in battle for the opportunity of mating with
her. Pack law stipulates that the strongest must always
take the lead v/hile the weakest (old, young, sick) fall
behind, and that only the fittest be allov/ed to mate during
the mating season. Therefore, sex in the wild is pursued
with as much fervency and cruelty as is meat-getting, a
fact that London tried tc conceal. He emphasized that in
the wild love-making is a biological necessity ensuring
the preservation of a species. Sex in decivilization is
often a violent thing, and the she-wolf seems villainous
as she takes pleasure in watching the three male wolves
fight each other for the chance to sire offspring. The
romantic battle that follows this scene parodies human
courtship:
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The battle began fairly, but it did not
end fairly....The business of love was at
hand—ever a sterner and crueler business
than that of foodgetting.
And in the business of love the three-year-
old, who had made this his first adventure
upon it, yielded up his life. On either side
of his body stood his two rivals. They were
gazing at the she-wolf, who sat smiling in
the snow. But the elder leader was wise, very
wise, in love even as in battle. The younger
leader turned his head to lick a wound on his
shoulder. The curve of his neck was turned
toward his rival. With his one eye the elder
saw the opportunity. He darted in low and
closed with his fangs. It was a long, rip¬
ping slash, and deep as well. His teeth, in
passing, burst the wall of the great vein of
the throat. Then he leaped clear.
And all the while the she-wolf sat on
her haunches and smiled. She was made glad
in vague ways by the battle, for this was the
love-making of the Wild, the sex-tragedy of the
natural world that was tragedy only to those
that died. To those that survived it was not
tragedy, but realization and achievement.45
Sex can never be engaged in for love in London’s wild; it
is designed only for the fittest. London focuses upon this
in order to underscore the fact that the offspring of this
couple will have inherited their superior biological traits
from the parents and thus will be better suited to dwell in
the Wild than they. Similarly, Buck is said to have inher¬
ited the loyalty of a Scotch Shepard dog from his mother,
Shep, and the faithfulness of a St, Bernard from his father,
Elmo,
45White Fang, pp, 55-6
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But Mowgli seems to have inherited no dominant traits from
his parents; they exist merely to establish his true links
with humanity. Like Hov/gli, however, White Fang also has
a preference for his mother. They differ in that the v;olf
v/as reared by his natural mother in a cave during famine,
while Mowgli v/as separated from his parents. One Eye was
often gone out on hunting expeditions, but Kiche always
stayed near White Fang, She was instrumental in teaching
the cub everything he knew about perceiving the world of
pleasure and pain, and having her near meant security. In
the folloY/ing passage the young cub has been frightened by
a v/olverine, an animal believed to be a cross between a
bear and a wolf, a biological link between the tv/o;
,,,His mother, coming home, grov/led as she smelt
the wolverine's track, and bounded into the cave
and licked and nozzled him with undue vehemence
of affection. And the cub felt that somehow he
had escaped a great hurt,46
Perhaps parental love was so exclusively left out
of The Call of the Wild because Jack London had suffered
the "rejection of fatherhood by Chaney,his biological
father. For that reason Buck did not know parental love,
nor did he find erotic love. He found agap^; he cherished
white Fang, p, 86.
Andrew Flink, "Call of the '.ViId—Jack London's
Cartharsis," Jack London Newsletter, vol, 11, no, 1
(January-April, 1976), p, 12.
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John Thornton, the loving master who assumed the role of
a father-figure for him. In the sixth chapter, “For the
Love of a Man," London tells of the experience:
...Love, genuine passionate love, was his for
the first time. This he had never experienced
at Judge Miller's down in the sun-kissed Santa
Clara Valley,,,.But love that was feverish and
burning, that was adoration, that was madness,
it had taken John Thornton to arouse.
This man had saved his life, which was
something; but,further, he was the ideal master.
Other men saw to the welfare of their dogs freon
a sense of duty and business expediency; he saw
to the welfare of his as if they were his own
children, because he could not help it,48
John Thornton is as near as Buck comes to true love, but
theirs is a philosophical love. In many ways it is the
same idea of love expressed in Castiglione's The Courtier.
Here London uses love as a springboard, a motivating force
to a higher phase of development; and, in the Victorian
climate, it can never be merely sexual; it is founded
upon an idealized abstraction of beauty and goodness and
can never be adequately defined. Love here is expressed
on one simplistic level.
On the other hand, in White Fang it is seen on two
levels, the philosophical level and the biological level
where sex is important only as a biological function.
In order to please their audiences Kipling and London had
48The Call of the Wild, p, 84
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to disguise sex through canine characters rather than
human protagonists. For instance, when White Fang is
separated from his mother in the third section of the nov¬
el be becomes an aggressive trouble-maker and a social
outcast. Without feminine influence he fights and learns
to hate his own kind. This type of negative behavior in
man is often attributed to thwarted sexual development
and is not acceptable in men. For White Fang it led to
isolation from the pack; it caused him to develop a pes¬
simistic outlook on life; and it gained him the sympathy
of the reader;
,,,He had come to know quite thoroughly the
world in which he lived. His outlook was
bleak and materialistic. The world as he
saw it was a fierce and brutal world, a world
without warmth, a world in which caresses and
affection and the bright sweetness of the spir¬
it did not exist,49
Though he loved Kiche, he could not love Grey Beaver, a
club-wielding man who possessed and often used the power
to hurt, a factor that made him a god in the eyes of the
animal. Because of the many beatings the Indian bestowed
upon the dog. White Fang had no real love for this brutal
god, and his god had no love for him either. His god was
himself a savage; his touch was a clout, not a caress, nor
did he speak sweetly and kindly to the dog. His punishment
^^Jack London, V/hite Fang (New York; MacMillan
Co., 1979), P. 124.
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was alwaiys a blow. Grey Beaver showed little mercy. So,
White Fang served his master, but could not love the ''man-
50
animal" as he loved Kiche,-^
At the end of this section Vi/hite Fang suffered a
cruel blow; he encountered Kiche again, and she did not
recognize him. She attacked him in defence of her new
litter. At this point he was forced to the realization
that he was now an adult and that he had outgrown his
mother's love. This rude awakening was nature's way of
telling him that he no longer needed her maternal love
and protection and that he was sufficient unto himself,
London attributed this cruelty to fate or instinct; it was
not the mother's fault:
,,,it was not Kiche's fault, A wolf-mother
was not made to remember her cubs of a year
or so before,51
He must form other heterosexual relationships, for the en¬
vironment has caused this division between mother and son,
forming a chasm that will never be crossed. When White
Fang's attempt to return to the womb failed—his return
to Kiche and her litter in the cave—he continued his de¬
velopment and became fully engaged in life outside the





,,.his character was developing along the lines
laid down by his heredity and his environment.
His heredity was a life-stuff that may be liken¬
ed to clay. It possessed many possibilities,
was capable of being moulded into many different
forms. Environment served to model the clay, to
give it a particular form. Thus, had White Fang
never came in to the fires of man, the Wild would
have moulded him into a true wolf. But the gods
had given him a different environment, and he was
moulded into a dog that was rather wolfish, but
that was a dog and not a wolf,52
This passage also explains the outcome of all the novels
in question; thus Buck, White Fang, and Mowgli are not
responsible for what they become. They are mere products
of their environment. This supports the idea of empiri¬
cism, the theory that states that environment is more
important to behavior than heredity.
The environment forces all the main characters to
mature and grow. The last lines of "Tigerl Tigerl” briefly
state, according to the fairy tale ending, that after both
man and animal had cast Mov/gli out, he
,,,went away and hunted with the four cubs in the
jungle from that day on. But he was not always
alone, because years afterward he became a man
and married.
But that is a story for grown-ups,53
This happy folktale ending suggests happiness and sexual




conclusions of both The Call of the Wild and White Fang
after this charming ending. For instance. The Call of
the Wild ends thus;
And here may well end the story of Buck,
The years were not many when the Yeehats noted
a change in the breed of timber wolves; for
some were seen with splashes of brown on head
and muzzle, and with a rift of white centering
down the chest. But more remarkable than this,
the Yeehats tell of a Ghost Dog that runs at
the head of the pack,,,,
• • •
But he is not always alone. When the
long winter nights come on and the wolves
follow their meat into the lower valleys,
he may be seen running at the head of the
pack,,,
Here it is clear that London closely imitated Kipling's
style; for this passage suggests that Buck was able to
complete his life-cycle in the wild, mating and becoming
a father, dying and becoming the immortal ghost dog.
White Fang terminates in a similar fashion.
And outside he went, like a king, with
all Sierra Vista about him and tending on him.
He was very weak, and when he reached the lawn
he lay down and rested for a while.
Then the procession started on, little
spurts of strength coming into White Fang's
muscles as he used them and the blood began
to surge through them. The stables were
reached, and there in the doorway lay Collie,
a half-dozen pudgy puppies playing about her
in the Sun,35
^She Call of the Wild, pp. 123-4.
^^Jack London, White Fang (New York: Lancer Books,
1968), p. 316.
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Hers again the conclusion is the same, and the implica¬
tion is that completion of the life cycle, through mating
and parenting offspring, is a requirement of happiness,
for after a long convalescence White Fang discovers that
he has become a father and lives happily forever. Con¬
cerning these sexual relationships Labor says:
,,,Just as two generations earlier Poe had
muffled sexual aberrations under the dark
mantle of Gothicism, so London hid sex under
a heavy cloak of fur,,,5©
This manner of concealing controversial topics—sexual,
political, religious—is attributed to Aesop, It was
handed down through a wide progression of writers who




LONDON'S SOCIALIST WRITINGS COMPARED
TO HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FICTION
Characterization as Related to Content.
Fonrn Point of View
The Iron Heel (I9O8) and Martin Eden (I909) are
significant contributions to American socialist and auto¬
biographical fiction respectively. Both works rely heav¬
ily upon the author's own interpersonal relationships and
are influenced by the correlating historical events per¬
tinent to the identity-formation by the characters and
the related scientific and social upheavals of the early
twentieth century relevant to the making of Londonian
philosophy. Yet both are didactic narratives that are
so structurally and thematically different as to warrant
comparative study. In fact, literary critics agree that
a unique technical approach is used in the intricate weav¬
ing of the narratives into pieces of credible fiction, a
technique that involves the evolution of historically
authentic and verifiable details into structurally ade¬
quate texts and the portrayal of heroes who are often
paragons of virtue in the creation of literary master¬
pieces that can be considered conscious works of art
by posterity.
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The structure of each text is consistent with
the overall characterization of the hero. For instance,
Ernest Everhard is the father of a revolutionary army,
a historical fantasy-figure whose story must be told
in technical manuscript form in order to achieve the
same credibility and distancing of audiences as is ac¬
complished by many modern historical documents; by that
means the plot unfolds episodically like the numerous
events often cited in history books.
The rhetoric of his speech at the Philomath Club,
a capitalistic group of intellectual conservatives, shows
both that Everhard is acutely aware of the social circum¬
stances and main political factors affecting the revolu¬
tion and that he is able to utilize his forceful person¬
ality in transmitting a message to the opposition, an
audience inclining, at times, toward neutrality. His
authority is felt by the Philomaths in the following
poetic excerpt;
"And now," he said, "let me tell you
about that revolution,"
But first I must say that his terrible
diatribe had not touched them, I looked
about me at their faces and saw that they
remained complacently superior to what he
had charged. And I remembered that he had
told me: that no indictment of their moral¬
ity could shake them. However, I could see
that the boldness of his language had af¬




"Such an army of revolution," he said,
"twenty-five millions strong, is a thing
to make rulers and ruling classes pause and
consider. The cry of this army is; 'No
quarterI We want all that you possess. We
will be content with nothing less than all
that you possess. We want in our hands the
reins of power and the destiny of mankind.
Here are our hands. They are strong hands.
We are going to take your governments, your
palaces, and all your purpled ease away from
you, and in that day you shall work for your
bread even as the peasant in the field or the
starved and runty clerk in your metropolises.
Here are our hands. They are strong handsl'"
,,,A throaty rumble arose, lingered on
the air a moment, and ceased. It was the
forerunner of the snarl, and I was to hear it
many times that night—token of the brute in
man, the earnest of his primitive passions,,,.
It was the growl of the pack, mouthed by the
pack, and mouthed in all unconsciousness,
• • •
"Five men," he said, "can produce bread
for a thousand. One man can produce cotton
cloth for two hundred and fifty people, wool¬
lens for three hundred, and boots and shoes
for a thousand. One would conclude from this
that under a capable management of society
modern civilized man would be a great deal
better off than the cave-man, ^t is he? Let
us see. In the United States to-day there are
fifteen million® people living in poverty; and
by poverty is meant that condition in life in
which, through lack of food and adequate shel¬
ter, the mere standard of working efficiency
cannot be maintained. In the United States
to-day, in spite of all your so-called labor
legislation, there are three millions of child
laborers,"9
O
Robert Hunter, in 1906, in a book entitled
Poverty, pointed out that at that time there
were ten millions in the United States living
in poverty.
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^In the United States Census of I9OO (the
last census the figures of which have been made
public), the number of child laborers was placed
at 1,752,187.1
As the father of a revolutioneory army largely com¬
posed of laborers, Everhard Is permitted many long-winded
speeches like this one which, according to Joan London, is
a mere recapitulation of an actual speech her father gave
during a lecture tour at Harvard, a lecture that advocated
left wing socialism, terrorism and violence, all themes of
The Iron Heel« all for him legitimate practices of the
protagonist. The rhetorical structure of the excerpt is
indicative of London*s personal involvement in American
socialism. In addition, the dual point of view found
therein allows the reader to see the lofty-spirited Ever¬
hard both from the intimate perspective of his wife Avis
and from the scientific view of Professor Meredith, a man
he never knew. Paragraphs two and four of the excerpt
are examples of Avis* interpretation of her husband*s
speech at the Philomaths', The animal imagery of the
fourth paragraph establishes links between it and the
Northland Sagas, The atavistic image of lycanthropy
found in The Call of the Wild and White Fang is continued
^Philip S, Foner, ed,. Jack London/American Rebel
(New York: The Citadel Press, 1947)* pp. 140-2, This
speech was originally published in ^e Iron Heel in I9O8.
The work Is an anothology of London's socialist writings.
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in The Iron Heel through Avis' descriptions. At this
point in the story the snarling, brutish men of the
Philomath Club are ready to rend Everhard to pieces.
Such an unfriendly image of the wolf frightens his wife;
it is identical in all the aforementioned works. Para¬
graphs six and seven of the excerpt are footnotes that
Meredith added hundreds of years after the initial find¬
ing of Avis' unfinished manuscript, Meredith's technical
point of view propels the reader approximately seven hun¬
dred years into the future. The dual time-effect estab¬
lishes Everhard as a Christlike personal savior as well
as an historical hero whose terrorist activity proves to
be instrumental in the establishment of the egalitarian,
Utopian society in which Meredith supposedly lives.
The wealthy Philomaths were California captains
of industry who were responsible for binding laborers
into new feudal systems whereby men were "bound to the
machine in a fashion similar to that in which the earlier
p
serf was bound to the soil," London was against this
2
Ibid,, p, 87. The social principle was set
forth by W, J, Ghent's Our Benevolent Feudalism, a pri¬
mary influence upon London's left-wing socialist theory,
Ghent argued that a true socialist society was not to
be realized in the neau* future, London took up the
banner in The Iron Heel, ridiculing American socialists
for their belief in the ballot-box rather than active
revolt against the dominant political system as the
best method of social change.
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type of capitalistic negativism; thus Everhard resorted
to socialism and radicail behavior. On the other hand,
most Americans wholehartedly defended capitalism, be¬
lieving that it was the best economic system in exist¬
ence, They were motivated to defend their country from
the threat of socialism, and in the nineteenth and twen¬
tieth centuries they produced a defense of capitalism
which its adherents regarded as perfectly positive in
its defense of Western society, of law, of science, of
industry and of the future of mankind. Its opponents
were equally convinced of its power to lead directly
to a catastrophic war for international markets and
imperial power, and believed they saw the ghastly
results in 1914-18,
Naturally, Everhard's speech was received nega¬
tively by the Philomaths; they saw him as a traitor.
However, this confrontation with the capitalist estab¬
lished him also as a great orator, the mouthpiece of
American socialism, a man having deep concern for the
underprivileged, a Hietzschean superman looming large
upon the horizon, a Christlike figure devoid of the
greed and avarice accompanying traditional seekers of
the American dream.
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"Encompassing both form and history,”^ however,
London also insists here that the industrial revolution
is the primary cause of this kind of social conflict,
and hence Everhard’s psychological development is both
dependent upon and restricted by the historical events
of the era and the “social conditions under which he
lives,stylistic factors that, in the eyes of modern
critics, contribute to the success of the work as Marxist
literature. In retrospect, the multiple point of view is
also structurally significant in Marxist aesthetics not
only because it adds tension and evokes a response from
the reader, but also because it establishes unity and
creates harmony between content and form while adhering
strictly to Marxist political, social and economic the¬
ories, However, Avis* narration is distinctly senti¬
mental at times, and Meredith's tends to be a merely
scientific interpretation, an updating of the period for
the sake of modern readers. Together, they focus the
narrative upon a type-character, a Marxist, Nietzschean
superman who is overly devoted to revolution, a man whom
^Nathaniel Teich, "Marxist Dialectics in Content,
Form, Point of View; Structure in Jack London's The Iron





Crane Brinton calls an "insider,"-^ one who actively en¬
gages In the process of social reformation, Martin Eden,
then, would be an "outsider,"^ one who may be fully aware
of the class struggle, yet fails to make a commitment to
the revolution—the bulk of society.
According to Brinton's revolutionary thought,
Everhard is superior to Eden, yet Eden shows the same
dedication to creative writing that Everhard gives to
social reformation. On the other hand, modern literary
critics believe the opposite. They generally feel that
the traditional novel form utilized in the creation of
Martin Eden surpasses The Iron Heel in artistic beauty.
That form allows the reader to see a clear picture of
Eden's growth and development as a writer in connection
with his psychological deterioration and literary desic¬
cation, a process of development that is not as discern-
able in the characterization of Everhard, Nevertheless,
at the beginning of the novel his dinner at the Morses'
parallels Everhard's introduction to the Philomath Club,
The story is told by an omniscient narrator from the
third-person point of view. Even though the narrator
does not participate in the action, he is someone who
5
Crane Brinton, The ^atomv of Revolution
(New York; Vintage Books, 19655f p. J.77.
^Ibid.. p, 182.
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knows everything there is to know about the protagonist.
Unlike Avis' personalized account, the speaker's tale is
unmarred by any sentimental or romantic involvement with
the character. In the first chapter the narrator per¬
ceives Eden as a sensitive sailor, describing him as
rugged and uncouth, an individual in disharmony with the
middle-class milieu of the Morse home, London's inter¬
pretation of Eden's disequilibrium is illustrated by
references to the sea, the universal symbol of birth,
since the ocean is scientifically known as the cradle of
life, the element in which man originated—an evolution¬
ary concept. Water imagery is significant to the first
and last chapters, for Eden's life begins with his emer¬
gence from the sea and ends with his return to the sea.
In the first three paragraphs of Chapter I the narrator
prepares the reader for trouble to come. In the first
paragraph he says that Eden
wore rough clothes that smaked of the sea,
and he was manifestly out of place in the
spacious hall in which he found himself,?
Spencerian philosophy, if applied here, indicates that
Eden must change in order to survive. He must evolve in¬
to a civilized man; he must study the fine arts; he must
7^Jack London, Martin Eden (New York: Grosset 8e
Dunlap, 1908), p, 1,
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dwell in equilibrium with this new environment or be
destroyed. The third paragraph continues the pattern:
He walked at the other’s heels with
a swing to his shoulders, and his legs
spread unwittingly, as if the level floors
were tilting up and sinking down to the
heave and lunge of the sea. The wide rooms
seemed too narrow for his rolling gait, and
to himself he was in terror lest his broad
shoulders should collide with the doorways
or sweep the brick-a-brac from the low man¬
tel, He recoiled from side to side between
the various objects and multiplied the haz¬
ards that in reality lodged only in his mind.
Between a grand piano and a centre-table
piled high with books was space for a half a
dozen to walk abreast, yet he essayed it with
trepidation,,,,o
The sea imagery causes tension for the protago¬
nist, who imagines that the "level floor" is vacillating,
"tilting," "sinking" and heaving like the ocean. The
image of fear is sustained by the water motif, but it also
is made clear to the reader that the supposed risks exist
only in the mind of the protagonist, while water in its
solid state provided much of the conflict in the Northland
Sagas, This mood of "trepidation" distorts Eden's psycho¬
motor reactions, making him feel clumsy, awkward and out
of place. His fear of the environment suggests a form of
psychoneurosis known as hysteria, a diagnostic factor that
foreshadows his tragic suicide. The same pattern is sus¬
tained here as in other chapters, as Eden's ability to
^Ibid.. p, 1,
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fear where there is no real need to fear (paranoia)
illustrates how individual psychological perception
influences the environment and necessitates intellec¬
tual development. At this point in the novel his speech
is gibberish in comparison to Everhard’s glib expressions,
Eden’s speech "was like his walk to the table, filled
with jerks and halts,Ruth Morse feels that he is "in¬
articulate and dumb,"^® but is at once drawn by his great¬
ness of soul; nevertheless, the hero is never allowed to
bring her completely under subjection, as Everhard subdued
the young, naive Avis, In fact, Ruth causes Eden to lose
faith in himself, and is thus instrumental in his death.
However, Eden's romantic concept of Ruth leads
him to writing. She is his symbol of cultural values,
and when she fails him he turns to socialism and ab¬
dicates the literary throne. He lived by "artistic can¬
ons, worshipping love, beauty, science and philosophy,
while Everhard lived by political canons, being aware "of
the collective human need," Everhard is much more as¬
tute at the Philomath Club; he realizes the Philomaths at




12 Ibid., p, 321,
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hand, because of the hero’s poor development in the
beginning, it is not until the last pages of Meurtln Eden
that Eden is able to see the situation for what it is.
During one dinner at the Morses' he encounters Judge
Blount, who questions him about his socialist activity,
15
Eden denies ’’suffering from the microbe of socialism"
and states that democracy is "nothing more than pseudo¬
socialism masquerading under a garb of words,At
this point it is obvious that Eden has grown intellec¬
tually and socially. He is no longer the inarticulate
savage he once was;
• ,,He remembered it wais at this table, at
which he now sneered and was so often bored,
that he had first eaten with civilized beings
in what he had imagined was an atmosphere of
high culture and refinement. He caught a
glimpse of that pathetic figure of him, so
long ago, a self-conscious savage, sprouting
sweat at every pore in an agony of apprehen¬
sion, puzzled by the bewildering minutae of
eating-implements, tortured by the ogre of a
servant, striving at a leap to live at such
a dizzy social altitude, and deciding in the
end to be frankly himself, pretending no knowl¬
edge and no polish he did not possess,15
Now his personality has taken a new shape. He has made




ever, he will never embrace Marxism as fully as Everhard,
Still, Martin issues the following ironic statement;
The world belongs to the true noblemen, to
the great blond beasts, to the noncompro¬
misers, to the 'yes-sayers,’ And they will
eat you up, you socialists who are afraid
of socialism and who think yourselves in¬
dividualists,Id
This excerpt partly echoes Everhard's message to
the Philomaths, embracing the author's idea of left-wing
socialism. The passage is ironic, in that Eden fails to
become the individualist he claims to be; neither is he
the invincible "great blond beast" that Nietzsche speaks
17
of, for he fails in the end to "eat or be eaten," ‘ and
his prophetic death foreshadows the author's own, Sam S,
Baskett maintains that Martin Eden is an "archetypal
American male" ° and that "The combined effect of his
thoughts, utterances, and actions is to emphasize that
in this autobiographical characterization Jack London has
intended nothing less than a kind of a portrait of the
IQ
artist,"^ Thus, the characters are invariably linked to
^^Ibid.. p, 322,
^*^Jack London, White Fang (New York: Lancer Books,
Inc,, 1968), p, 106,
Ifi
Sam S. Baskett, "Martin Eden; Jack London's
Poem of the Mind," Modern Fiction Studies, vol, 22, no, 1
(Spring 1976), p, 23.
^^Ibid.. p, 23.
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one another through the author's personal experiences.
Both works were inspired, then, by many episodes
in the author's personal life and by social history and
various political movements. For instance, the writer's
experiences in the London slums caused the climactic
chapter of The Iron Heel to be named "The People of the
Abyss," That experience also characterized the poverty-
PO
stricken "Silva tribe," The abortive Russian Revolu¬
tion of 1905# during which he advocated left-wing social¬
ism, "revolutionary class struggle, and acceptance of
21
violence as an acceptable strategy," put political
speeches into the mouths of the protagonists and permit¬
ted violent street scenes. Fourth, the San Francisco
earthquake in the Spring of I9O6 provided background ma¬
terial for the cataclysmic closing chapters of The Iron
22
Heel, In addition, London's apparent reading of W, J,
Ghent's Our Benevolent Feudalism (1902) inspired in both
works the feudalistic slave-imagery connected with the
lower classes. Lastly, London's own anxiety and guilt
^^Martin Eden, p. 307.
21
Carolyn Johnston, Jack London—An American
Radical? (Westport, Connecticut; Greenwood Press, 1984),
P. 115.
22
Earl Labor, Jack London (New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc,, 19741, p,~lb2.
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over his own love for wealth caused the creation of
characters who were divested of such interests.
Therefore, neither protagonist is allowed to
maintain a skilled valet like London’s male servant,
Manyoungi, and neither is allowed to sail around the
world on a private yacht. These works show that at
this point London is actively withdrawing from the po¬
litical scene. Consequently, while the writer (London)
refused to undertake assignments on political bombings
and child labor in the South, Everhard defended the col¬
lective good and Eden scientifically defended his idea of
aesthetic beauty. Similarly, while London prepared to
sail the Snark around the world, Everhard was imprisoned
for leading the insurrection and Eden struggled in Cali¬
fornia slums in a futile attempt to become an individual.
In short, London was not practicing what he preached, and
as negative criticisms of his turbulent personal life in¬
creased his book sales decreased.
As a result, London was disillusioned by right-
wing socialism. He turned to autobiographical fiction
and socialist writing as an emotional and political out¬
let, In The Iron Heel he attacked the institutions that
criticized him, saying that "the church, press, universi-
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ties, the legal system, and political institutions”^^
were actually extensions of the Iron Heel# Everhard and
London, the admixtures of Nietzsche and Marx, warned the
working class of ensuing social violence and overzeal-
ously advocated strict adherence to Marxist revolution¬
ary theory over peaceful, nonviolent social change; in
Martin Eden the novelist shows the fatality of life with¬
out dedication to socialism# Hence the novels* bleak
visions cast a pall of gloom over the characters, but
London's general prophetic vision is optimistic because
there remains the hope that socialism will win over cap¬
italism in the future. In fact, Meredith is said to have
lived in the Utopia that Everhard fought to attain, while
Eden proved the futility of the American dream of success
and materialism in the formation of sound character, sug¬
gesting that his failure to embrace socialism devotedly
W61S a conducive factor to his tragic suicide#
In fact, there are many other similarities and
differences in the structure of the two works# Both are
marred by sentimentality and romance; both have tragic
endings that suggest environmental determinism and vio¬
lence; both have socialist themes; both employ hero-
worship in some form or another. However, they differ
in point of viev/, character development, plot, i#e,




Indeed, the decadent society from which London
sprang helped to establish the multi-thematic content
of the works. Themes of environmental determinism and
poverty, industrialization and wage-slavery, socialism
and revolution present themselves as the novels unfold
in dramatic settings that change from scene to scene.
In The Iron Heel all these themes are linked, but in
Martin Eden other themes emerge~"the real and the
ideal,These concepts have much to do with Eden's
involvement in literature and his aesthetic theory of
art. They also relate to his idealized concept of love
and his misconception of Ruth as the archetypal woman.
His esthetics also affected his work, realism fused
with "fancies and beauties of imagination,"^^
In a chapter of The Iron Heel. "The People of
the Abyss," London utilized his personal experiences in
order to emphasize the idea of environmental determinism.
Poverty, "the economic degradation of the poor," in






seen in America, The young and the very old were dying
in the streets. They could not survive in such a hell¬
hole, These poor people were the victims of the in¬
dustrial revolution. No Nietzschean superman could
London find among them, for their minds and bodies had
become too twisted and torn by starvation and degrada¬
tion, However, the people still desired to live, so
they tried to struggle on, waiting for a new socialist
leader to free them from their wage-slavery,
27
In their "pigeonholes of existence"^ the people
of the abyss lived by the rule of an "imperious and ma-
pO
lignant universe" every day of their lives. Being the
byproduct of industry, they dwelt in deplorable housing
and ate detestable meals scavenged from trash heaps.
Similarly, Martin Eden and Fyodor Dostoyevsky's charac¬
ter, Rodion Raskolnikov, in Crime and Punishment, also
lived under squalid conditions. The woman whom Avis
Everhard encountered in the streets embodies this same
savage image of depravity, inculcated by capitalist ma¬
chinery and perpetuated by surplus value (see Marx,
^"^Martin Eden, p, 202,
28 Ibid., p. 216,
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Chapter I). Besieged in a Chicago ghetto during the
first revolt. Avis writes:
Half a mile of the mob had swept by
when we were discovered, A woman in fantas¬
tic rags, with cheeks cavernously hollow and
with narrow black eyes like burning gimlets,
caught a glimpse of Hartman and me. She let
out a shrill shriek and bore in upon us, A
section of the mob tore itself loose and
surged in after her, I can see her now, as
I write these lines, a leap in advance, her
gray hair flying in thin tangled strings,
the blood dripping down her forehead from
some wound in the scalp, in her right hand
a hatchet, her left hand, lean and wrinkled,
a yellow talon, gripping the air convulsive¬
ly,...29
The ragged old woman is symbolic of the pathe¬
tic misery of the working class and of the apathy of
the Oligarchy, who continued to control the social cos¬
mos through the development of military states that
formed their own morality, culture and laws. She was
part of the socialist force engaged in fighting the
millions of mercenaries who had become able-bodied sol¬
diers in the oligarchal army that possessed and ran its
own private cities (see Spencer, Chapter I) like the
Chicago ghetto in which Avis now found herself entangled.
The old woman was a member of the starving masses
who, with the destruction of the Grangers, a socialist
^^Jack London, The Iron Heel (N.Y,: The Citadel
Press, 1947)» p. 207, This version was taken from an
anthology of London's socialist and autobiographical fic¬
tion by Philip S. Foner, ed,, Jack London/American Rebel.
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groupt and the annihilation of the bulk of the working
class, had to fight the "well-fed beast,the oli-
garchal military state, who looked down upon and had
no mercy upon the poor. She was one of the people of
the abyss—land-serfs, machine-serfs, labor-serfs—a
people victimized by the harsh environment—land-serfs
who had had all their old privileges taken, labor-serfs
who could not chose their profession and could not reloc¬
ate, machinefserfs who could not bear arms. So she
attacked Avis, whom she mistook for a member of the
Oligarchy, with the only weapon she could find—a
hatchet—and her wrinkled, yellow talons. Since the
working class was restricted to labor ghettoes, places
of squalor, disease and discontent, she Instinctively
hated Avis Everhard's ability to travel and wear fash¬
ionable clothes. The Juxtaposition of these two women
foreshadows a tragic ending for this First Revolt,
At this point, also, social evolution is in
regression, A state of equilibrium is not being reached,
for the people of the abyss remain uneducated and are
employed mainly for the building of paradisal cities
(Asgard, Ardis) for the Oligarchs, These people are
comparable to the slaves of ancient Egypt, labor-serfs
p, 183.
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held in subjection to a subversive environment, who
were engaged primarily in the building of pyramids and
who eventually became a plague upon that country. These
people were weak politically; they awaited a messiah.
In The Iron Heel Everhard is such a messiah, and, con¬
trary to Spencerian philosophy, he is in favor of the
strong assisting the weak. He suggests improved educa¬
tion and welfare for the people of the abyss. For the
rich to aid the poor is altruistic behavior that does
not exist in the wild, where "the inevitability of phys-
51
ical laws"-^ must be accepted and were the strong natu¬
rally live upon the weak. In a recent article David
Hulme pointed out that:
Every society has realized that it must
have laws to live by. When laws are kept,
society is stabilized. When they're broken,
penalties are paid. If enough people break
laws for long enough, the society collapses.32
In short, civilized men were worse off than wild beasts,
simply because men were not able to abide by certain
natural laws~both benevolent and malevolent—governing
human behavior.
In Martin Eden Maria Silva, Eden's ragged Por¬
tuguese landlady, bears the same image; however, her
51
Davil Hulme, "Is Anything Wrong Anymore?,"
The Plain Truth, vol. 52, no. 5 (March 1987)* p. 3«
^^Ibid.. p. 3.
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presence is not ers sinister as the old woman's. Both
women dwell in poverty and know "The Degradation of
Toil,"^-^ In addition, Maria is a foil to Ruth Morse,
the hero's sweetheart, and a link to morality and real¬
ity for Eden, She is older than Ruth and far more
durable. She brings respect to poverty—a rare trait,
since the Victorian mind was deeply concerned with the
idea of success and the American dream. She labored
not for riches but for the basic necessities of life,
while Ruth labored not at all. She was a widow who was
devoted to the welfare of her children. She was penni¬
less, but not ashamed. Thus, her ethical and moral
being is far superior to Ruth's, Maria is the better
woman. She is a fighter who cannot be destroyed by the
environment. She helps Martin see that Kipling, though
quite sardonic in tone, was not entirely wrong when he
insisted that "the Colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady are
sisters under their skins,a quip that pays no com¬
pliment to women whatever. It is amazing to see London
ignore that fact, for purposes of his own, as he portrays
Maria Silva and Ruth Morse, The main difference between
the two, however, is that Maria understood more about
^^Martin Eden, p, 162,
^^Ibid.. p, 182,
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life and could therefore sympathize with Eden more
than could Ruth.
Maria Silva was poor, and all the ways
of poverty were clear to her. Poverty, to
Ruth, was a word signifying a not-nice con¬
dition of existence. That was her total
knowledge on the subject. She knew Martin
was poor, and his condition she associated
in her mind with the boyhood of Abraham
Lincoln, or Mr, Butler, and of other men
who had become successes. Also, while
aware that poverty was anything but delec¬
table, she had a comfortable middle-class
feeling that it was salutary, that it was a
sharp spur that urged on to success all men
who were not degraded and hopeless drudges.
So that her knowledge that Martin was so
poor that he had pawned his watch and over¬
coat did not disturb her. She even con¬
sidered it the hopeful side of the situa¬
tion, believing that sooner or later it
would arouse him and compel him to abandon
his writing.35
It is clear from the passage that Ruth has a
distorted view of reality. She does not understand
Eden at all; she cannot accept him as he is. She roman¬
ticizes continually concerning the idea of poverty, be¬
lieving that it will eventually mold him into the image
of Abrah^ Lincoln or some other historical figure. She
does not realize that the lower class and the middle
class, the rich and the poor, the capitalist and the
socialist are internecine enemies.
^^Ibid., p. 309.
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On the other hand, the older woman sees the
reality of the situation, even though she is just as
poor as her tenant* Inevitably, after watching Eden
toll endlessly day and night, Marla learned to respect
his strength and stamina, an Inner power that Ruth had
never seen and could never appreciate. While Ruth felt
it necessary to visit Eden only once in the delapidated
Silva environment, the landlady took her last fifteen
cents to buy food and drink whenever her tenant's stom¬
ach was empty, and after his dreams were shattered she
was there to nurse the disillusioned protagonist back
to health. It mattered little to Maria that he would
remain a mendicant for some time to come.
Destitution for Eden, then, symbolized the
Odyssean descent to the underworld, and his rise to
success can be attributed to the Puritan work ethic,
while Everhard's imprisonment was his descent into Hades
and his escape can be credited to the loyalty of his com
rades. Moreover, Foner attributes the success of the
Iron Heel to the fact that its members wholeheartedly
believed in their own self-righteousness, which was
equated with the idea of false religion. Belief in "the
right” enablMi the working-class rebels in The Iron Heel
to fight fiercely for the insurrection, but belief in
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himself alone urged Eden to continue writing. Thus
revolution and creative art were the means the charac¬
ters used in dealing with their environment, but Martin
Eden was "perhaps less fully armed"^^ at the onset—as
his suicidal tendency indicates—than his counterpart,
Ernest Everhard, a man who, as his surname indicates,
was never mentally infirm.
As environmental determinism and poverty are
related to the formation of the leading characters and
to the tragic plots of both works, the degree of accept¬
ance of industrialization and wage-slavery is related to
the degree of character involvement in socialism and
revolution. The methods of problem-solving used by the
protagonists illustrate these themes in different ways.
For instance, Baskett says that Martin Eden "did not
want to become an artist but had to become one in order
to live;"^*^ that is, he was a wage-slave whose social
status was so rigidly fixed by the industrial society
in which he lived that social climbing produced a trauma
leading to death, but during life his ao:t was his liveli¬
hood, his way of labeling, defining and explaining his
^^Sam S, Baskett, "A Brace For London Criticism;
An Essay Review," Modern Fiction Studies, vol, 22, no, 1
(Spring 1976), p, 105,
^'^Ibid., p, 105.
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hostile environment, his only means of survival in
hostile surroundings, his way of fighting back. Unfor¬
tunately, the financial objective of writing could not
be severed from the aesthetic ends established for it;
for that reason, he could not fully embrace sociedism.
Eden was a capitalist at heart, a caricature of London
himself; both cea*efully tallied the cents earned to the
words written. Both the protagonist and the author stud¬
ied philosophy and science in order to give an intellec¬
tual profundity to their art, but, ironically, were never
really satisfied with their work.
The only true poet Eden ever found, and his
only link with socialism, however, was Brissenden, a
posthumously published poet who was symbolically stricken
with tuberculosis, a sociail disease associated with the
working class in London's era. The diseased state of all
artists, including London, who were also people of the
abyss, is very important. The decline of the three
(London, Eden, Brissenden) is not only the symbol of
death to innocence, it also foreshadows death to artistic
value and implies death to capitalism also because
in Western civilization the old prein¬
dustrial world no longer exists. We
live in a global economic village.
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No Individual, village or nation lives or
dies to itself economically,38
Therefore, the deaths of Eden and Brissenden, mere cogs
in the wheel of industry, signify the fatality of in¬
dividualism and the beginning of decapitalization,
since each person born is, according to the capitalist
system, a potential producer and consumer.
Capitalism, for example, claimed that
the individual is the most important part
of economic growth, Adam &nith, in his
1776 book. The Wealth of Nations (the *'bible
of capitalism"), argued that each individual
should be allowed to pursue his own interest
and personal gain. By so doing, his selfish¬
ness would actually promote the common good,
"And he is in this led by an Invisible Hand
to promote an end which was no part of his
intentions," Smith argued,39
Hence the economic freedom of the individual is invariably
linked with political freedom, and in Marxist-Lenlnist
thought^^ Eden's failure to become an individual weakens
^®Paul Kroll, "Worldwide Economic Problems and
Their Effect on Your Life," The Plain Truth, vol, 52,
no, 3 (March 1987)i p. 9.
^^Ibid.. p, 9.
^^Lenin is the revolutionary name of Vladimir
Ilyich Ulyanov, a Marxian scholar and lawyer who became
the President of the Soviet of People's Commissars in
1917* He emphasized the fact that Marxist theory or¬
dains feudalism, capitalism and socialism. He sought
to place Russia ahead of other nations by omitting
capitalism from the stipulated progression of economic
systems.
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the chain and casts a shadow of gloom over his idea of
economic utopia,. Even though Eden, the self-made man,
assists three close friends to achieve financial success,
he still manages, according to Smith, "to promote an end
which was no part of his intentions," socialism, and the
"Invisible Hand" is raised malevolently against him. He
advocates socialism by challenging the American success
myth, and is a failure because he is acutely "unaware of
the collective human need"^^ that inspires Everhard and
Brissenden,
Undoubtedly, Eden felt it necessary to embrace
capitalism in order to survive, and, while he conformed
to society, Everhard turned to revolution. The noncon¬
formist was more violent in nature; he masterminded the
Chicago revolt and drew plans for immobilizing the city,
plans that involved striking the metropolis at vital
points in its nervous system; telegraph companies,
bridges, tunnels, railroads, military systems, the wa¬
ter system, newspapers, magazines. He called upon the
people of the abyss to assist him in seizing the in¬
dustrial machines, the lifeblood and property of the
upper class. He made Chicago the "industrial inferno
41Baskett, p, 24*
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of the nineteenth century and used it as an
example to the comrades: if a handful could immobi¬
lize an entire city in an **abortive attempt," much
more could be accomplished if the American socialists
were organized more efficiently. In short, while Eden
bought into industrialism and capitalism, Everhard
fought these systems with socialism, violence and ter¬
ror. Like London he "saw the trend of affairs"^^ and
tried to warn his comrades who trusted in the peaceful
capitalist vote rather than in revolution. Even though
Everhard is completely absorbed in the American Socialist
Movement, his consciousness moves from introspection to
a genuine world-view. He runs for Congress, organizes
strikes and fathers an army of militants, while Eden
struggles with love, imaigination and artistic express-
sion. Everhard is London himself divested of capitalis¬
tic greed.
There is a controlling image of blood in the
Chicago ghetto from which Everhard emerged as a secular
Christ-figure, seeking social change through violence,
attempting to organize the working class, leading a
flock of socialists to freedom, calling down fire and
^^The Iron Heel, p. 197.
43 bid., p. 164.
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brimstone upon the heads of capitalists. For instance,
in a chapter of The Iron Heel. "The Scarlet Livery," he
also delivered a hell-fire sermon similar in tone to
Jonathan Edwards' "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,"
forewarning the captains of industry of the outcome of
sin and calling up the terrifying image of eternal death
in the lake of fire for those continuing to oppress the
working class. To the Democratic and Republican parties
Everhard exclaimed:
,,,You who have destroyed the government of
the people, and who shamelessly flaunt your
scarlet shame in public places, call me
anarchist. I do not believe in hell-fire
and brimstone; but in moments like this I
regret my unbelief. Nay, in moments like
this I almost do believe. Surely there
must be a hell, for in no less place could
it be possible for you to receive punish¬
ment adequate to your crimes. So long as
you exist, there is a vital need for hell-
fire in the Cosmos,44
London is not saying that religion is the answer to
social problems; quite the contreiry. However, he does
allude to the universal paradox of ultimate good and
nominal evil poetically expressed by Alexander Pope, the
deistic Christian, in "An Essay on Man," Pope believed
that evil can never be an absolute; it is always and
everywhere partial, hence not ultimately evil, because
44Ibid,, p, 185,
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its force can never outweigh the omnipotent Providence
of God, He was able, therefore, to see that there is
a definite place for both good and supposed evil in the
universe, for opposites coexist in nature and, correspond¬
ingly, in man. Whether London dealt realistically with
this paradox is the question, and whether socialism is
the best system for America is also doubtful, but here
it is equated with the good. Conversely, capitalism is
the supposed evil, and London believes that the two cannot
possibly coexist. One system has to destroy the other ab¬
solutely.
In addition, Everhard’s Marxian dialectics are
congruent with John Stuart Mill‘s belief in the Utili¬
tarian principle of "the greatest good for the greatest
number." That principle, he thought, if practiced judi¬
ciously would keep individual selfishness in check at all
levels of society and thus promote public welfare, since
group interests are more important than individual pur¬
suits.
The image of blood and the paradox of good and
evil form a pattern also in "The People of the Abyss,"
The descriptive passage where the buildings fall apart,
showing the iron girdles beneath, reflects the weakness
of capitalism—a false Bower of Bliss, the delapidated
condition of which symbolizes evil lurking underneath a
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pleasant facade—in its final stages,What made
"the warring buildings"^^“edifices where bombs were
being dropped from upper windows—destructive or useful
was whether they housed comrades or mercenaries. The
crumbling tenements add to the dismay of the people of
the abyss—the waste of the nation, discarded by capi¬
talism, the alimentary system of a decadent society—and
they become "drunk with the lust for blood"^7 and rise
up as a roaring lion to harass the overseers, their
"vampire society,"^® These social rejects make awesome
warriors simply because they have nothing to lose.
Their lives are so despondent that death will only
bring relief from suffering; therfore, they fight
fearlessly in the epic battle that ends in an "orgy
of horror,the First Revolt, The apocalyptic battle-
scene in Chicago, with its references to blood flowing
in the streets, alludes to Armageddon, the scene of the
last battle between the forces of good and evil, capi-
John G, Gurley, Challengers to Canitalism
(San Francisco: San Francisco feook Co,, Inc,, 197b),
p, 79* The last stage of capitalist development is
marked by decaying freedoms and imperialistic activi¬
ties befitting Roman imperial power,





talism and sociallBin* In addition, this same violent
image, the massive shedding of blood, is also found in
the Northland Sagas, . It symbolizes a purgation of so¬
ciety, and Carolyn Johnston is quick to point out that
In order to survive in this capitalist
jungle one must be a superman, Everhard
is the result of the process of natural
selection, the Marxist superman,50
That type of hero-worship glorifies strength over
weakness, a trend in Victorian literature. However,
Martin Eden is a marred superman, Adam after the
fall. This post-lapsian hero is ambiguously strong
and weak. At the onset of the novel he is a brawny
sailor desiring to become an intellectual; however,
his intellectual pursuits become his undoing. In a
letter to Reverend Charles Brown dated 1910, Jack
London explained how
Martin Eden lived only for himself,
fought only for himself, and, if you
please, died for himself. He fought
for entrance into the bourgeois circles
where he expected to find refinement,
culture, high-living and high-thinking*
He won his way into those circles and
was appalled by the colossal, unlovely
mediocrity of the bourgeoisie. He
fought for a woman he loved and had




tricked him and failed him, and that he
had loved his idealization more than the
woman herself. These were the things he
has found life worth living in order to
fight for, ' When they failed him, being
a consistent Individualist, being unaware
of the collective human need, there re¬
mained nothing for which to live and
fight. And so he died,51
Romantically, Martin Eden is a noble savage. In primi¬
tive society he would have been allowed individual
development without social pressure to conform intel¬
lectually and morally. The civiliaed society of the
nineteenth century, on the other hand, prevented in¬
dividualized growth by imposing a variety of syn¬
thetic, made-made, rules and regulations upon the social
structures—upper class, middle class, lower class-
governing the lives of men. Such an obsolete. Romantic
social stratification was also morally wrong; it caused
men to be bom unequal; it was the main reason why men
like Everhard wanted to overthrow the government. Class
identity was so deeply rooted in the American social
fabric that it could, as Martin Eden's traigic life
proved, only be eliminated by insurrection; thus
London's era was the age of revolution, both public
and private; therefore, the characters and themes of
The Iron Heel and Martin Eden complement each other.
51 Labor, p, 116,
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While Everhard fights a public revolution, Eden fights
a private battle with himself. While Eden seeks truth
at an individual, artistic level, Eden exalts truth at
political and social levels.
Eden’s revolution in art placed a premium on
scientific detail in relation to the understanding of
nature and truth. He let the rest of life stagnate
for art's sake; it was love of beauty that wrought the
change in him. In Chapter XXIII
He went farther in the matter. Reading
the works of men who had arrived, he noted
every result achieved by them and worked out
the tricks by which they had been achieved—
the tricks of narrative, of exposition, of
style, the points of view, the contrasts,
the epigrams; and of all these he made lists
for study. He did not ape. He sought prin¬
ciples, He drew up lists of effective and
fetching mannerisms, and, thus equipped, to
csist about for new and original ones of his
own, and to weigh and measure and appraise
them properly. In similar manner he collected
lists of strong phrases, the phreises of living
language, phrases that bit like acid and
scorched like flame, or that glowed and were
mellow and luscious in the midst of the arid
desert of common speech. He sought always
for the principle that lay behind and beneath.
He wanted to know how the thing was done;
after that he could do it for himself. He
was not content with the fair face of beauty.
He dissected beauty in his crowded little
bedroom laboratory, where cooking smells
alternated with the outer bedlam of the Silva
tribe; and, having dissected and learned the
anatomy of beauty, he was nearer being able
to create beauty itself,52
^^Martin Eden, pp, 106-7,
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Eden expected art to eliminate conflict, to win Ruth's
love, to create unity between two opposing worlds
(the rich and the poor), to disseminate knowledge and
insights, to make him whole again. Art failed him;
it did none of these things. It created problems
more complex in nature that Eden had ever conceived,
problems that emphasized the alienation and unstable
identity-formation that led to his suicide. He lost
hope and faith; he gave up, returning his life to the
fathomless sea, in this respect the conclusion of
Martin Eden is more tragic than that of The Iron Heel;
at least the latter novel ends with the idea of a
lasting Utopia within human reach, V/hen Eden plummets
into the waters of oblivion, however, his emotions,
intellectual thoughts and complex dreams all perish






& Themes of Violence
•••nature became a battleground in which in¬
dividuals and species fought for their lives
and every acre of land was the scene of untold
violence and sufferings If this nature was
the creation of God, then God, as Tennyson put
it, 'is disease, murder, rapines'l
To London conformity with nature is of utmost im¬
portance, since the universal laws of environmental de¬
terminism govern the cosmos in the works studied and
regulate the daily functions of each character, whose
typical behavior, in Romantic terminology, is related
invariably to the primitive• This truth is self-evident,
especially in The Call of the Wild and White Fang, works
that glorify nature primarily on its lowest levels; yet
Buck and White Fang are endowed with the ability to
grow—to interpret, define and adapt to their respective
environments while expressing joy at times in the dis¬
covery of its hidden meanings They are heroic charac¬
ters of the wild who must live according to Darwinian
^Walter E. Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind.
1830-1870 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957)» P. 66•
The inn^ quotation was cited from Tennyson, Memoir of
Tennyson. 1, 314.
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and Spencerian laws of survival, i.e,, "the beast
within man" and "the survival of the fittest" concepts,
evolutionary theories that spawned a literary trend
aimed at satisfying the reader's need for adventure,
readers who feel threatened by the onslaught of the
industrialized or primitive civilizations in which they
must live and ultimately die.
In Martin Eden and The Iren Heel nature, in
various civilized forms, provides background and set¬
ting for human action; however, Everhard possessed a
powerful influence over his immediate environment,
while Eden is possessed and finally destroyed by the
malevolent forces of nature, primarily in its civi¬
lized form. The raw wilderness of the Northland Sagas
and the primitive concrete Jungles of London's socialist
and autobiographical works are invariably linked to
characterization also, and the world is a stage that
varies greatly in the narratives. Nature may be the
arctic environment of the Klondike, as it is for Buck
and White - Fang; it may be the sun-kissed valleys ^d
seaports of California; it may be the regimented caste
systems of the then-civilized world, that -violently
threatens Eden and Everhard; it may be the industri¬
alized Jungle, which threatened the simple life of the
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avereige nineteenth-century American; or it may be a
state of complete Utopia, the Asgard and Ardis of
The Iron Heel.
Whatever form nature takes, however, it always
manages to provide a stimulus, a conflict serving as a
catalyst spurring characters on toward enlightenment
and cultural development, factors enabling them to im¬
part knowledge to others. Hence nature, in its civi¬
lized and decivilized states, is personified. It is a
separate entity, an individual, a character taking part
in the action. For instance, the arctic snows have
sentience, and so do the urban ghettoes that the heroes
must struggle in and against. Here nature is so complex
a character that London uses science to define and cate¬
gorize its most dangerous aspects. He use biology,
philosophy, psychology and economic theory to explain
the effects of violence and terrorism, social injustice
and poverty, love and lack of companionship, as mani¬
festations of the environment influencing characteriza¬
tion.
According to London’s prophetic vision, and in
keeping with his romantic quest for paradise, decivi¬
lization is better than the long-reaching effects of
civilization upon humanity. The controlling theme—
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civilization versus decivilization—of the four works
supports violent episodes and portrays civilized men
as wild dogs, brutal Oligarchs and Captains of Industry
who ruthlessly oppress their subordinates for capital
gain, or as club-wielding giants forcibly enslaving
those lower than themselves on the evolutionary ladder.
Often these nominally inferior beings seem more human
than the supposedly normal humans themselves.
Consequently, London's prophetic vision elevates
life in the wilderness, where harsh living conditions
are seasonal and starvation only comes during times of
famine, above life in the city, where the poor always
starve and those not lingering at death's door are de¬
humanized, becoming less than London's wild dogs and
wolves. In addition, the malevolent image of the wolf,
the leitmotif associated with the Philomaths in The Iron
Heel and other bourgeois capitalists who prey upon the
lower classes, remains a factor pertinent to London's
themes of violence and terrorism. The animal imagery
contributes to the reader's concept of violence as a
determining factor in social change. It also develops
the threatening environment that forms the backdrop for
the action of his plots, which exalt content over form.
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The new critics did London an in;Justice, They
ignored his diversity, and limited their discussions of
him in many modern textbooks and anthologies such as
American Literature; the Makers and the Making, edited
by Cleanth Brooks, R.W.B, Lewis and Robert Penn Warren,
Those three prestigious critics neglected to antholo¬
gize London's work. However, they did mention him in
their discussion of Ambrose Bierce, a prominent self-
made journalist, writer and critic of the American
scene.
Contemporary Literary Criticism excluded the
author simply because he died before I960 and therefore,
according to their arbitrary definition, could not be
considered a contemporary author. In the selection of
the works included they limited the idea of contemporary
authorship to those writers now living or deceased since
January 1, I960, Thus, Eliot, Faulkner and Hemingway
were Included, and London was excluded. These editors
also insisted that attention be given to the hard-to-
locate criticism of writers of public interest like
Georges Simenon, Agatha Christie and Robert Heinlein,
Hence the availability of London criticism was another
factor of exclusion.
Consequently, modern critics were of the opinion
that the London narratives were also unable to approach
the lengthy, sustained structure of Faulkner and Melville,
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eoid that his, characters aren't as Intensely portrayed
as Hemingway's. For the Judgement of theme as a
criterion to greatness they hailed Hemingway, lauding
his adherence to one basic theme, arguing that "all
good writers—and great writers, too-- have only one
p
bsisic theme," IPherefore, London could not be good
and great in their eyes simply because he developed
too many different themes—civilization versus de¬
civilization, violence and terrorism as means to
social change, socialism versus capitalism, man
against man, man against animal, man against the en¬
vironment, etc. In addition, they criticized London's
heroes for being too tall, his women for being too
shallow, and his philosophy for interpreting their
behavior for being too inconsistent, a strange admix¬
ture of many viewpoints so unlike the methods of Faulkner
and Conrad, who were tremendous hero-worshippers eilso.
From the modem standpoint London was simply too dogmatic
to be considered significant, lacking the great creative
genius of men like Poe, never approaching the symbolic
intensity of Hawthorne and the psychological depth of
James,
2
Cleanth Brooks, R,W,B, Lewis, Robert Penn
Warren, eds,, American Literature; the Makers and the
Making^Volume ll (I^ew IZ^ork; St. Matin's l*ress. 1993).
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still, London had a sustained popular appeal
to the public; people liked him for his diversity. He
wrote in almost every form imaginable: novels, novellas,
short stories, poetry, nev/s articles, sociological stud¬
ies in human misery, social protest literature, literary
criticism, science fiction, historical fantasy, etc: yet
his greatness rested upon, according to Earl Labor, his
prophetic vision, as revealed in The Iron Heel, for in¬
stance, which unmasks the violent face of nature, a
prophecy that was to be fulfilled by the numerous wage
wars of the twentieth century.
In actuality, both Martin Eden and The Iron Heel
are near accurate descriptions of the problems of organ¬
ized labor today. However, in his enthusiasm to advance
the socialist cause in America London could not foresee
how firmly rooted in the labor movement the middle class,
through skilled labor, would become. Consequently, his
claim that the Iron Heel would destroy itself and that
the middle class would be done away with could not be
realized in America, but it would have considerable rele¬
vance for Russia, as the abortive Revolution of 1905 had
already indicated. He also ignored non-white participa¬
tion in organized labor, a huge force composed of both
skilled and unskilled laborers who were to become a very
important part of America’s great political machine.
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In fact, the first farm labor organizer In
California wets an Indian, and by the time London was
publishing literature the Japanese were already de¬
veloping highly sophisticated industrial techniques,
but they are not mentioned as Captains of Industry.
Undoubtedly, Jack London was focusing on his experi¬
ences in the slums of East London and Russia, where he
had seen whites living under more deplorable conditions
than non-whites in America, and the experience had in¬
variably clouded hie prophetic eye. Still, it was not
credible to omit such an important part of labor, be¬
cause other American socialists had already seen their
value and were in the process of adding them to their
ranks, a fact that London must have been aware of, but
deliberately chose to overlook. On the other hand,
the violence in the works studied is credible and also
pertinent to the plots, wherein changing ideas concerning
work, power and the environment wrought changes in labor,
character and setting, as in the background America and
the world saw an increase in aggressive disputes on all
levels and a burgeoning of the middle class, direct re¬
sults of industry, as men and animals everywhere struggled
to overcome the problems of industrialization. The follow¬
ing chart illustrates the increased activity, both negative
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and positive, concerning the labor movement, a social
phenomenon that was becoming a world-wide issue.
190T Copenhagen: Conference of interna¬
tional labor organization
1907 Canada; Investigation of railroad,
public utilities, and coal mine
disputes
1913 Copenhagen: Federation of Trade Unions
(I.F.T.U.) founded
1919 Amsterdam: Became headquarters for
I.F.T.U.
1919 International Labor Organization
I.L.O.
1921 Montreal: French-Canadian Confedera¬
tion of National Trade Unions (C.N.T.U.)
1921 Great Britain: Miners strike ended
in defeat
1927 Canada: All-Canadian Congress of
Labor (C.C.L.)
1927 Australia; Australian Council of
Trade unions (A.C.T.U.) founded
1945 Paris: World Federation of Trade
Unions (W.I.T.U.), a communist backed
organization
1945 Great Britain: Labour Party appears
1949 London: Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (I.C.F.T.U.)
1957 Italy; Italian National Confederation
of Labor Unions (C.N.I.L.)
1961 Latin America: AFL-CIO establishes a
foundation
1965 African-American Labor Center (AFL-CIO)
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The illustration draws historical parallels
between London's art and his era; it also shows that
America was not the center stage of the action, as the
author had first thought, for there was an equal amount
of activity occurring in Europe, Despite these and
other strengths and weaknesses in the texts, his so-
called "literature of violence" saw a revival between
the two world wars at home and abroad, perhaps because
heroic characters like Buck, White Fang, Eden and
Everhard fulfilled the requirements of adventure, securi¬
ty and organization, as they fought to bring order to
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